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ABSTRACT

The objective of this investigation is to establish the digital

tape format required by a data acquisition system, develop a method

for obtaining records of experimental data in engineering units, and

prepare the groundwork for analyzing the data by techniques that are

familiar to engineers.

The digital recording subsystem is emphasized since it provides

the most accurate data; however, the analog recording components are

also described.

A literature survey concerning the statistical analysis of

instrumentation measurements included investigations of rectangular,

triangular, and Gaussian distribution curves in addition to curve

fitting techniques for calibration data, and resulted in computer °

programs which enable extremely accurate analysis of calibration

data from sensing devices.

Obtaining data in engineering units from the digital subsystem

required investigating several different computer languages. Fortran

and MAP languages were selected to perform all programming tasks such

as altering the format of information on the digital output tape from
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the recording system and converting raw data to engineering units

for use in performance calculations. The manner in which computer

programs are written is described in order to aid the Jet Propulsion

Center personnel should the programs require alteration resulting

from data system expansion or modification°

Results of several tests conducted at the Combustion Research

Laboratory were recorded, the data read and then analyzed° Samples

of the corresponding computer output appear in Appendix Do

It is recommended that existing computer programs be simplified

as they become more familiar to the programmerso Additional programs

should be written to calculate heat transfer rates and performance

parameters° Transferring the computer programs from punched cards to

magnetic tape should be investigated when the combined program size

justifies such actiono

On line processing offers many advantages which should be

investigated when the computer facilities at Purdue University justify

purchase of the required equipment°



I. INTRODUCTION

The data acquisition system described herein is part of the

Purdue University Jet Propulsion Center, Combustion Research

Laboratory which was constructed under National Aeronautics and

Space Administration contracts NsG-592 and NsG(f)-21o The specific

research described in this paper was conducted under NsG-592o

The data system being describedis composed of an analog and

a digital subsystem° The digital subsystem, which produces the most

accurate data with the system, is emphasized in this paper°

The first of three major subtasks concerning the digital

subsystem was to establish the digital tape coding format° An in-

vestigation of different digital tape coding formats was required

both to understand the basic raw data format and to devise a format

suitable for storing experimental data for easy accessibility° The

process of altering the data format also required investigating

various computer programming languageso

The second subtask, obtaining data in engineering units, re-

quired performing a statistical analysis investigation regarding

instrumentation measurements° Several curve fitting techniques were

studied before selecting the ones that are presented in later

sections of this paper°



The final subtask established procedures for analyzing data and

preparing the digital subsystem programmersto most effectively utilize

the existing computer programs and alter the programs if necessary°

The computer programs which read data tapes, alter the format,

and write output tapes in preparation for data analysis are ex-

plained in detail in Sections 5 and 6o

Sampledigital recording data obtained from several test firings

of a rocket engine at the Combustion ResearchLaboratory are presented

in the Appendix section. The results of these tests are discussed,

and recommendationsfor future utilization of the data system are

presented°



2o THEDATAACQUISITIONSYSTEM

The data acquisition system shownin Figure l was designed to

record experimental data in the most accurate possible manner. Ex-

perimental data is conditioned and then recorded by either strip

chart recorders, an oscillograph, an analog tape recorder, digital

tape recorder or any combination of the indicated equipment° The

digitalsubsystem is capable of recording 20 data channels and is

designed to accept a maximumof 40 channels to provide for future

expansion°

2oi System Components

The block diagram (Figure 2) illustrates major components of

the data acquisition system. Signals aredirected from sensing

devices to junction boxes (one per test cell)o Data are then trans-

mitted to the control building where the patch panel; signal con-

ditioning equipment,_and recording devices are located.

2ol.l Sensing Devices

Data from experiments conducted at the Combustion Research

Laboratory are obtained from sensing devices such as strain or
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capacitance type pressure transducers, thermocouples, flow meters, and

load cells. The output froma-sensing unit is eitherafrequency sig-

hal or an analog millivolt signal. Before recording the experimental

data, it must be conditioned-to provide matched input-to the recording

instruments.

2.1.2 Signal Conditioning Equipment

Signal conditioning equipment is necessary since recording devices

require analog voltage signals in the I/2 to I0 volt range° The com..

ponents are listed below and also appear on Figure 20

a. :i_ace Themocouple Reference Junction and Control Unit, Model

I_C2R-12-610. The maximum capacity of the Pace unit is _'I_2

temperatur_, inputs°

_ _ '_,-,
b. :l{oneywell Strain Gage Unit, Model 902641 and Sorenson Power

_pply, Model QBI2-1: These devices convert line voltage

5"

'i{:I17v. AC) to a precisely regulated 12 v. DoCo to power the

Six strain gage circuits°

c. F.requency to Voltage Converters: Four Potter Model 574R2L
}..

_r_equency-to voltage _converters are employed to convert the

ifPeque_cy output :from Potter turbine flo_eters to a _i_ltage

_.._ _ ,_ "_-, . ..,_ "'n

_.i.gnal!_._-;":

d. Nsistan°ce?Thermome'ier ;Bridge Conditioners: Three Rosemount

Thermist'er bridge conditioners, Model 400A, are.necessary to

provide output signals from propellant and coolant tank
%

tempe ratu re"_"sensors.
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e. Amplifiers: Twenty Beckman C-44 variable gain amplifiers

are provided to amplify signals from pressure transducers,

thermocouples, and other millivolt output sensing devices°

f. Calibration Signal Source: A Honeywell constant voltage

supply serves as a voltage standard _to check out the

digital system.

g. Photocon Signal Conditioners: Power Supplies, Model PS-616,

and Dynagage Units, Model DG-605D, designed for use with

Photocon pressure transducers are employed to ensure the

most accurate possible high frequency pressure records°

The AMP, 480 pin patch board shown in Figure 2 allows inter-

connection of incoming signals with the data conditioning equipment

and then to the digital subsystem and/or components of the analog

subsystem.

2.1o3 Analog Subsystem

The analog recording system is designed to record data at

frequencies from DoCo to 20,000 cps, at signal levels varying from

I/2 volt to lO volts°

A Wide Band Analo 9 Tape Recorder, Honeywell Model LAR 7400

with FM electronics, will be used to record signals ranging from DC

to 20,000 CpSo Initially, 4 channels wil_ be utilized; however, lO

additional channels are available for future expansion°

The Oscillograph is a Honeywell 36 channel model 1612o This

unit presently includes electronics and galvonomters for recording
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24 channels of data° Addition of 12 more galvonometers and galvonometer

amplifiers will increase the recording capability to 36 channels°

Nine strip Chart Recorders, Honeywell model 16K, are used to

record low frequency or steady state data such as tank pressures and

temperatures or flow rates°

2o1o4 Digital Subsystem

The Object of the digital subsystem is to obtain the most

accurate possible record of experiments: Digitizing the experimental

data is the best method of obtaining the-most accurate data since

measurements are machine transformedinto specific numerical voltages

(and later, engineering units) with an overall digital system accuracy

of 0.5%, including the transducerlo Transducers, load cells, thermo-

couples, andother sensing devices yield voltage output signals which

represent experimental data° Signals are thenconditioned (ioeo

altered from afrequency to a voltage signal)or amplified as described

in the Signal Conditioning Equipment paragraph° The continuous analog

voltage signals from asmany as 20 channels are then sampled

sequentially, digitized, and recorded on digital tapefor temporary

storage until processing by an IBM 7094 computer occurs°

Th.___eDigital Subs_stemManufacturer is the Electronic Engineering

1. The accuracy specification for the digital subsystem was more

restrictive than for other recording devices°
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Companyof California (EECO). The system is presently capable of accept-

ing 20 incoming data signals, however, the systemcan be expanded in

the field to accept _40 input channels by adding circuit cards°

An Analog Multiplexer capable of_accepting_up to lO0 input

channels is the first major component, of the digital subsystem. Elec-

tronics for 20 input channels are presently included.- Overall scanning

rates of lO0, 200, 500, lO00, 2000 and 4000 samples per second are

available. With the maximum input capacity of 40 channels, a sampling

rate of lO0 samples per second per channel 'is possible° A single

channel mode enables sampling one channel ,4000 times per second. By

employing multiple patching, two channels can be sampled 2000 times

per second or four lO00 times per second and so on.

An Analo 9 to Digital Converter digitizes the data after multi-

plexing. The EECO model 760A A to D converter provides a nixie tube

display of the contents of any desired incoming channel. The maximum

number displayed is + 9999, thus characterizing this as a 4 decimal

digit system.

A_ Format Generator and Buffer unit follows the A to D converter

to control placement of identification characters and temporary

storage of data by means of a sequential interlace memory device. The

memory function is necessary because gaps must be inserted between data
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records on the digital tape I as shown in Figure 3o Since the data are

sampled continuously and datacannot be recorded while gaps are

being generated on the magnetic tape, this data storage capability is

necessaryo

in order to label tapes, experimental tests, sensing devices

used, and other data which serves to identify important characteristics

of an experiment, the Format Generator and Buffer provides a means of

manually entering identification digits (often called header infor-

matiOn)o Up to 12 decimal digits can be selected by'setting thumb-

wheel switches on the format generator and buffer unit° If more than

12 digits are required for identification purposes, header data can

be recorded in any multiples of 12, up to a maximum of approximately

lO00 characters per block2o

A Time Code Generator and Reader is included to.correlate time

between several different recording devices (ioe., oscillograph, strip

chart recorders, analog tape, and digital system)° An EECO 858A

time code generator and reader generates time signals at one second

intervals (fast code) for the digital subsystem and at either 5, lO,

I •

2.

°

The gaps are required by IBM data processing equipment (I)3o

The terms record and block are synonymous° A record or block

refers to the data that is stored between gaps as shown in

Figure 3o

Numbers in parentheses indicate references-listed in the

Bibliography o
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or 60 second intervals (slow code) for the analog subsystem components°

The Digital Tape Recorder is a Potter model MT-36o Recording

densities of either 556 or 800 bits per inch are possible with this

7-track digital tape recorder° The unit _s compatible with IBM 729

tape readers; therefore, a d_gital tape recording can be placed directly

onto the IBM 7094 computer for data evaluation°

2°2 Coordinatin 9 the Data Sj/stem with IBM Equipment

The most critical task required for operation of the digital re-

cording system is completing the gap that exists between the digital

tape recorder and the University computer facilities° The specific

requirements of the Jet Propulsion Center digital system indicated that

a twofold project was necessary° First, the selected digital system

must be physically compatible with the University IBM equipment°

Second, the digital system output tape must be of such a configuration

that only minor format modification need be necessary before processing

the experimental data by a Fortran program to calculate heat transfer

rates, flow characteristics and other experimental resultSo

Prior to requesting proposals from bidders, the capabilities and

requirements of the Purdue University computer facilities were investi-

gated° To provide for compatibility, the digital data acquisition system

output must be recorded at densit)es of either 556 or 800 bits per inch

on seven track tape, and with either BCD or binary coding; however, bi-

nary coding was preferred°
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2o2oi Digital Tape Coding Format

The digital tape code format for experimental data consists of

binary code, while time code generator output and identification digits

are recorded in BCDo Using both binary and BCD on the same tape is an

acceptable combination; however, the complexity of the data processing

increases. No serious problems arise since the computer programs

which read the digital tape are also capable of handling both types

of code°

Th___eeDifferences Between_BCD and Binary Codin9 are illustrated in

Figures 4a and 4bo Standard IBM tape consists of 7 vertical tracks,

the top track being reserved forparity •in. both coding systems°

Numeric data is stored in tracks l-through6 with binary code and

tracks l through 4 with BCDo Tracks 5 and 6 do not concern this

particular system when BCD is used°

Binary Data is representedin powers of 2 as shown in Figure 4a°

The number 4234 is represented by the magnetized tape areas or bits:

212 27 23 and 2l
, ) o

212 + 27 + 23 + 21 = 4096 + 128 + 8 + 2 -- 4234

Binary is the most practical code to use with an IBM 7094 computer

since the machine itself uses pure binary coding°

BCD is an abbreviationfor binary coded decimalJ_- InBCD code each

decimal digit is generated separately° A..combinationof the numbers 8,

4, 2, and l is employed to _represent any .decimal digit from 0 to 9o
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Magnetized areas in blocks 4, 2_ and I represent the number 7o The

number 4234, which was previously coded in binary, is shown in

Figure 4b using BCDo Note that binary code utilizes the tape more

efficiently since only 3 tape frames I are needed to represent 4234,

while four frames are necessary with BCDo

Parity refers to the method which computers employ to check the

validity of coded information (I)o Lateral parity checks the validity

of data contained in each tape frameo Longitudinal parity checks record-

ed information by generating a check character at the end of each block°

A longitudinal parity error is indicated if the character block

length thumbwheel switches (see Section 4) are incorrectly set, or

if entire frames of data have been Iosto

Odd lateral parity, which is used with this data system, requires

the total number of bits within any frame to be an odd number° If

stored data requires fourb_ts in a particular frame, then the area

in track seven is magnetized to obtain an odd number of magnetized

locations within the frame under discussion° If three bits had been

required to representdata_ then noparit_ bit would be generated

in the seventh tracko When errors occur due to bits being lost or

excessive bits being generated as data is transferred from tape to

memory, from memory to tape, or fromdifferent locations within a

computer, the parity bits are also affected by the above errors°

Io A frame is one vertical column of 7 bits°
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The appearance of a parity error cannot indicate the,quantitative value

of error that has occurred° Rather, parity serves to indicate when a

bit has been lost or gained and detailed investigation of the affected

area of the tape and/or system is required°

If both BCD and binary coding are employed,.it is not possible to

read or record a tape using two -different types oflateral parity l

therefore, althoughBCD and binary code "appear on 'the same tape, both

must be _in eithereven "or odd "lateral parity° Since most "of the data

(experimental data) for the digital subsystem are _ecorded in binary,

odd lateral parity is used for all records° Since BCD data are recorded

with odd lateral parity, this data must be processed by-a special com-

puter program before it is meaningful, while the binary data can be

read directly° The programthat processes BCD data will be described

in Section 5o

2°2°2 Digital Tape Data Format

The digital tape format consistsof two basic configurations°

the fi rst confi gurat ion the experimental data :format i s recorded in

pure binary code_ Thesecond'configuration-contains-identification

data, consistingof _numerical information that serves to identify the

experi mental

In

data° Identification data are generated in_BCD by means of

® Normally a magnetic tape is written with either allBCD coding or

all binary coding° Binary code requires odd lateral parity and

BCD requires even lateral parity°
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manually operated thumbwheel switches on the ComputerFomat Control

Buffer°

Experimental Data are recorded as a digital voltage represented

by up to 4 decimal digits° In Figure 4 note that any 4 decimal digit

number can be representedby two complete 6-bit tape frames and one

3-bit frame (a total of 14 bits plus sign)° The maximum voltage that

is anticipated for this system _s + 90999 volts, therefore, the digital

system must be capable of recording _+9999° The series below illustrate

the maximum number that can be represented by 12, 13, and 14 binary

bits, and indicate the need for using 14 bits with this system°

ao 12 bits (2 complete frames): 20 + 21 + ...+ 211 _= 4,095

bo 13 bits: 20 + 21 +---+ 212 = 8_191

Co 14 bits: 20 + 21 + -o. + 213 = 16,383

The 7094 computer reads 6 tape frames in succession and stores

thedata contained in these 6 frames into one memory location° As

noted in the preceeding paragraph, one data samp!eis contained in

3 tape frames; therefore, two data samples are stored-in one location

within the computer° The computer "trade" term for storing two

different numbers within the same location is called "packing"o Before

data can be analyzed and processed, thedata must be "unpacked" or

separated as shown in Figure 5o The most effective way of unpacking

data is to employ a semi=machine-language programming°method called

MAP (2,3,4)° The specificmanner in which a MAP program is employed to

unpack data is demonstrated in Section 50

I
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Iden ti fi cation Data requi re a _more compl ex :manner of process i ng

than experimental data since the BCD code _cannot .be read directly by

the computer because odd ratherthaneven.lateral parity is usedo As

with binary data, the computer, reads 6frames_of..BCD_information and

stores the data into one..location°. Section-5 includes.a, description

of BCD data processingo

2o2_3 Programming Languages

The two programming =languages required for :tape reading, format

al teration (i ;co unpacking), "and "tape rewriting are Fortran (5,6) and

MAP (2;3;4) : _A decision to employ eitherofthese two languages for

a programwas based On the task to be perfOrmed: : FOrtran was preferred

because the personnel that will be using.the system are more familiar

with Fortran, however, many of the program tasks require MAP languageo

Fortran means formula translation, and is generally used to

solve engineering problems through the use of mathematical equations

or logical expressions; For example, the equation, y _ _x + b, appears

as follows in Fortran:

Y:M*X÷B

A logical expression commands the .computer to perform a_specific tasko

If N equals zero,then the next statement to be executed is lOlo

IF (N EQo O) GO TO lOl
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Macro Assembl_, Program_(__ Language:is themostefficient method

of processing coded di gital data. '_MAP i s a _semi_machi ne l anguage which

combines theadvantages ofutilizingbasic machine instructions and

meaningful symbolic commands° Pure machine language consists of numeric

codes such as 400 for addition and 200 for multiplication° MAP utilizes

the symbols ADD and MPY rather than the respective numeric codes cited

above. Fortran simply requires the symbols + and *, however, the

flexibility of MAP is much greater as Section 5 indicates in greater

detail.

2°2°4 Programming Tasks

The four main programming tasks required by the Combustion

Research Facility digital system are tape reading, data .format alter-

ation, data writing, and .engineering calculationso Each task is best

accomplished by means of a particular programming language°

Readin 9 the .Digital Tape is best accompl'ished by means of MAP in

conjunction with the IBM Library Input/Output Control System (IOCS).

IOCS is a programming subsystem ofthe 7094 thatautomatically controls

data transmission to and from recording devices and makes data readily

available for processing (7)° MAP commands are used to read a digital

data tape because Library IOCS must be called by MAP statements.

Data Format Alteration is best performed in MAP since the

necessary tasks readily lend themselves to MAP programmingtechniques.

For example, to "unpack" two-data samples, a-shifting"instruction,

LGL N, canbe used. LGLmeans "logicalleft shift" and effectively
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shifts a 36 bit data sample_N places.to the. left lo LGL.18 is used

to shift hal f of a packed .word into an_ empty storage posi tion which

can be labeled for future referenceo Theremaining:half of the

packed word (18 additional bits ) .can be .moved._to another location

for later reference: _The -specific -MAP .instructions :employed in the

programs written 'for"thls data 'system appear'in Appendi x A o

Wri ting Datafor 'visual inspection of'raw data-after altering

its format is accomplished by.means ofFortran.rsubroutineSo It is

possible to use either MAP or Fortranforwritingthe'data, however,

nearly equal programming effort -is required with either Ianguage;

therefore, Fortranis employed s_ncemostengineers are familiar with

this Ianguageo Data "wilI be written-on -paper andonanother magnetic

tape by using two slightly different°Fortran statements° Typical

"wri te" statements for 'printed outputand "magnetic tape,.output appear

below in respective ordero

100 FORMAT (2X,20]16)

WRITE,(6,1OO)(DATA.(1), I = l,N)

WRITE (2)(DATA'(1), I = l,N)

If data are to be read from themagnetic tape, record "generated by

the last "write" statement above, the proper "read" statement is:

Io Recall that two data samples will be "packed" into one36 bit location
called an IBM wordo
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READ(2) (DATA (1), I = l,N)

Note that both statements are identical except for the READ rather than

WRITE commando

Data Processin 9 .Programs actually, depend on tbe experiment being

conducted° For this paper it is merely necessary to indicate that data

can be processed by means of a Fortran program since the experimental

datahave been written on a magnetic "tape in Fortran as-described in

the previous paragrapho
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3o STATISTICAL-ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3ol Int_duction

The results of an experiment are generally determined by

measuring characteristics of the. system• under, consideration and

recording the results with equipment simi]a_ to.the Combustion Re-

search Laboratory Data Acquisition System° Errors awe always

present, therefore, determi ning-the- uncertai nty concerned with a

particular measurement is necessary°

3o2 Ana)j_sis of Measurements

Since methods by which the uncertaintycan•be established are

dependent on particula_ sources of e_ro_, investigatingthe error

sources of measurements _s -benef_c_ a_ _n,o_der- to provide a firm

background for subsequent _discussi ons J _ An -inhe_ent _characteri sti c

of any measu_ement_is the presence, ofe_rors which are-difficult to

isolateo In order toobtain validmeasurements, the sources of

error that are likelytobe found"in a measurement.mustbe analyzedo

One way of determining _errors-is ,tocarefully analyze the.instruments

and assess theirlimitatiOnSo Another way of determining the errors

of a measurement _is to analyze thedata_obta_ned"from an experiment°
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3.3 _neral Classes of Error

Two important types of disturbances are random error and systematic

error. If repeated measurements of the samequantity give rise to

differing values, then random error is present. Systematic error

refers to perturbations which influence all measurements of a particular

quantity in the same manner (8). For example, a series of weight measure-

ments would all be high if a systematic error were present in the

measuring system.

The term "truly random error" refers to a situation in which a

large number of small perturbing influences affects a measurement°

Perturbations in instrumentation systems are usually line voltage fluctu-

ations, vibration of instruments, RF interference, and many other

occurrences which are frequently grouped under the heading of noise.

Considering the combination of all error to be random is a realistic

approach for measuring systems because many errors are, in fact, random

and the net result of the different systematic errors _is, effectively, a

group of random errors.

3.4 Accuracy and Precision

Measurement analysis discussions generally always include the

terms accuracy and precision) therefore, a brief explanation of these

two words appears necessary.

Precision refers to the degree of mutual agreement that is

characteristic of independent measurements of_a single quan lity yielded
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by repeated applications of a measuring process under specified con-

ditionso Precision is characterized by conformity of several

measurements with each other, and without regard to conformity with

the true value of a measured parametero

For example, a measuring system may contain a bias which makes

all readings incorrect by 2 units_ If all measurements of a given

quantity made by the system of this example (suchas the weight of

a specific object) yield identical results, the measuring process

is said to be precise; however, the results are actually incorrect

by 2 unitSo

Accuracy concerns the degree of agreement which independent

measurements of a single quantity have with the true value of the

quantity concerned° Conformity with the-truth characterizes the

accuracy of a measurement of a quantity that,is performed by the

repeated application ,of the measuring process,under-identical con-

ditionso In summary, precision concerns_closeness together, and

accuracy concerns closeness to the truth (9)o

The two preceeding paragraphs reveal that accuracy requires

precision, but precision does not necessari,ly imply accuracyo
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3°5 Statistics_for Measurement Analysis

3o5oi Purpose of Statistics

Since there is always some magnitude of error present in a

measurement, and due to the variety of-forms which error assumes,

properly treating measurement errors is.a difficult task° When

treating instrumentati on systems, the general practice ;.is to. consider

that all errors combine intoa formwhich can be treated as noise°

Unless gross errors are noticed (ioeo measurements.appear to be in-

correct by anorder of magnitude)or results seem suspicious, all

measurements are assumed to contain random errors which are usually

called noise° The ._roblem then becomes one.of attemptingto establish

the magnitude of random errors or noisewhich-is_present-when a reading

is taken,_ thereby establ ishi ng" the' val idltj__of" a measurement.

In order to establishthe validlty ofa measurement, the

frequent practice is to take several measurements of the same quantity°

Duplicatingmeasurements is an important part of any experiment, and

utilizing the large array of measurements which contain random inter-

ference effects requires analytical treatment by statistical methods (lO)o

3°5°2 The Object of Statistical Theory

The object of statistical theor_ is the stod2 of random variables°

The symbol X denotes a random variable and it represents the result of an

unspecified trial such as the outcome of tossing a coin or the. result of

any action whose outcome is doe to chance occurrences (11)o For the
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engineer, a random variable is simply the result of an experiment that is

subject to somany disturbing effects that its outcome cannot be pre-

dicted° Measurements fall into this category because, as indicated

in the previous section, instrumentation is subject to so many small

perturbations that obtaining the true value of a measured parameter is

entirely a chance occurrence°

3°5°3 Graphical Representation of Statistical Data

A Histogram is probably the best means of describing the range

of values obtained for one measurement° To construct this figure,

the observed readings are divided into several groups° The number

of times the value of a measurement falls within each group is termed

the frequency° Figure 6 describes the number of times a measurement Q

falls within each of the selected ranges, a through go

In cases where a large number of readings are taken so that

fine subdivisions are possible, the histogram can be drawn in the

form of a continuous curve as shown in Figure 70 This is commonly

called a distribution curve° Histograms or distribution curves

serve as an excellent means of presenting tabular data since the

pictorial representation provides a much clearer understanding of

the experimental observations°

Basic Concepts of Distribution Curves require definition before

discussing specific statistical theory concerning measurement analysis°

Symmetrical and non-symmetrical distribution curves, standard deviation,

variance, mean, mode, and median are basic terms that must be understood
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before a thorough treatment of statistics is possible°

A symmetrical distribution curve is symmetrical about a vertical

line drawn through the curve at its highest point° The Gaussian dis-

tribution, Figure 8, is the most common form of symmetrical distribution

curve° A non-synmmtrical distribution curve is shown in Figure 9o

Note that the non-symmetrical d_stribution curve shown in Figure 9

is the sum of two symmetrical (Gaussian) distribution curves (12)o

In statistical theory, the mean, x, of a set of n numbers Xl,

x2, o o o xn is defined as

n i_l= x i (I)

The mean (13) is actually the familiar arithmetic average° For

symmetrical distributions the mean appears at the peak of the curve

(ioeo the most frequently recorded value)° For non-symmetrical distri-

butions this is not true° The most frequently recorded value for non-

symmetrical distributions is called the mode,which is quite different

from the mean°

Another quantity frequently used in statistical theory is the

mediano This value is selected so that as many data points fall

above it as fall below it° For example, 20 is the median of the numbers

in Figure I0o
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I0, 15, IZ, 9, II, 19, 20, 25, 28, 35, 41, 22, 30

6 values median 6 values

Figure lOo Illustration of the Median

For a symmetrical distribution, the mean, mode, and median all

coincide° The mean, or arithmetic average occurs at the peak of a

symmetrical distribution curve° Since the mode is the most fre-

quently recorded value, it a!_:o occurs at the center of the

abcissao Half of the data points fall to the left and half

fall to the right of the peak on a symmetrical distribution curve,

therefore, the median of a symmetrical distribution curve also occurs

at the center°

To describe the "uncertainty" in the "best value" for a

measured parameter, a quantity connected with the actual width of the

distribution curve must be defined° Obviously, such a value is

associated with the deviations of the readings from some central valueo

A quantity often concerned with the uncertainty of a measurement is

the mean deviation° Consider a set of n measurements of a quantity

such as pressure (xl, x2, o o o xn ; mean = X)o The mean deviation

is defined as

I Z Ixi-Rl (2)6m n

Another common quantity often used to describe the uncertainty

of measurements is the variance
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n I (Xi-R)2a2 ---n-1 i=IZ (xi'x)2 = f(x) dx

-- (I0

(3)

The square root of the variance is called the standard deviation.

Many other similar "uncertainty" definitions are available, however,

the most useful one depends on the particular problem being

consi deredo

The Meaning of the Term Probability becomes clearer after

altering the ordinate of a distribution curve so that the total area

under the curve is equal to one° The equation describing the dis-

tribution curve is then called a probability density functiono The

probability of a particular measurement falling Into a certain

abcissa interval is given by the area which lies within this interval

and under the probability density curve.

If a continuous random variable X has a probability density

function p(x) (Figure ll) then for any real numbers b and c the

probability that X will lie between b and c is

C

Pr(b < X < c) -- J p(x) dx

B
REFERENCE (I1)

In Figure 1l the ordinate has been adjusted to yield a total

area of l under the curve thus making this a probability density

curve° A probability of I guarantees an experimenter that a random

(4)
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variable X will assume a value between the limits necessary to obtain

a probability of lo

Pr(° < x < ®) = I = I

0

p(x) dx (5)

When considering measurements it is not practical to demand a

probability of l since the useful range that must be accepted

is too large to be of value (the range is - = to + ® for a normal

or Gaussian distribution, and 0 to ® in Figure ll)o The best

solution is to compromise and accept a probability somewhat less

than l thereby, limiting the spread of values of the random variable

to a more reasonable range such as b to c in Figure llo

Applying Statistical Theory, to Instrumentation first requires

careful analysis of instrumentation systems° Distribution curves l

adequately describe the situation in which a large amount of data

has been collected by the measurement of a specific quantity, such

as taking several samples of the boiling point of a new compound°

The real physical situation concerning instrumentation at best

generally involves only a few measurements of one quantity and

often only one measurement° ,For example, in sampling data from a

lo The terms probability density and probability distribution are
interchangeabl eo
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rocket engine test facility only one data sample per sensing device

per unit time can be obtained° Because it is often impossible to

obtain more than one data sample during an experiment, a complete

statistical analysis for the purpose of evaluating instrumentation

systems, including the generation of a distribution curve, cannot

be readily accomplished° Analysis of instrumentation systems for

the purpose of establishing statistical information concerning

measurements rather than recording experimental data enables the

repeated study of a few experiments so that statistical data can

be obtainedo

As early as the eighteenth century, scientists observed a

surprising degree of regularity in errors of measurement° Experi-

menters found that patterns (distributions) which they observed

were closely approximated by a continuous curve denoted as the

"normal curve of errors" and attributed to the laws of chanceo

The mathematical properties of the normal distribution and its

theoretical basis were first investigated by Pierre Laplace, Abra-

ham de Moivre, and Carl Gauss (]])o Since measurements follow the

Gaussian distribution, the procedure used to statistically describe

experimental data is to assume a Gaussian distribution and calculate

quantities such as the "uncertainty _n a measurement°"

3°5o4 Distribution Curve Comparison

As noted in the previous section, experimental evidence indicates

that instrumentation measurements are characterized by a Gaussian
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distribution. To further justify the use of a Gaussian distribution for

instrumentation measurements,a comparison of several distribution curves

will be considered°

A Rectangular Distribution Curve is obtained if six measurements

have been recorded and the data are presented by the histogram in

Figure 12.

Mathematical treatment of this data is begun by reconstructing the

histogram, assuming it would appear as the distribution curve in Figure

13o Note that Figure 13 is a reconstruction of Figure 12 with the ordi-

nate falling midway between the two measured values, a and bo Since the

distance from 0 to a equals 0 to b, redefine the limits as shown in

Figure 14o The ordinate is the frequency; however, it is also related

to the probability:

Probability, Pr, equals the area under the distribution curve:

I p(x) dx

The probability that a measurement will lie within + o of the

central or "best value" of a recorded measurement will be calculated be-

low_ Due to the coordinate system chosen in Figure 14, R, the average

value of measurements, should be zero°

Qo o. 2 O.

I xlR = x p(x) dx = dx =T_a = 0

-oo -O& -O&

(6)

The variance, 02 , is calculated directly as shown below; however,

the square root of this value is of real significance°
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21T 2 ;2 2o = X-X) p(x)dx = ___=dx = ___=x x __3

-:= -O& -0&

(7)

C&o - (8)
C

The probability of any measurement falling within +o

of the mean value is equal to the area under the distribution curve

between -o and +o as shown by the shaded area in Figure 15.

Pr = I p(x)dx = x= _ = 0.577 (9)

A probability of 0.577 means that the probability of

having a measurement fall within +o of some "best value", x, is
m

0.577, while an exact probability (corresponding to 100% accuracy)

would be I.

A Triangular Distribution Curve results when measurement

data are collected which yields the distribution curve shown in

Figure 16.
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TABLE l

PROBABILITY DENSITY VALUES CORRESPONDING TO FIGURE 16

-_<X<-o

-o<X<O

p(x)= 0

1
p(x)= x + _

(x
o

O<X< O • p'x'_)- -x Z- --2r + --
O

o

o < x < ® , p(x) = 0

2

A mathematical calculation of the mean, R, variance, o •

standard deviation• o, and probability, Pr, follows.

o o o

x p(x) dx = x ( +7) dx + x (g r dx

-o -o o a
o

(lOa)

x3 o x3 o
(--2-+ x2) ÷ (x2 T)
3o 2a 2a 3o

-O 0

(lOb)

3 2 2 3

o-(-=---+ =---)+ (o o )
3o 2 2o 2o 3= _-

= 0 (lOc)

2

0

0

fx_,(x>,x;fx'(x+,>,x+Ix_('_>,x
C& O& O& O&

-Q& O

(lla)
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. x4) _
4a

o

(11b)

(11c)

(z
0 - (12)

o o _//-E

Pr = I p(x ) dx= Ia/(x2_-la)dx+ [ (1
-o . Vr-E6 0 a

x2-) dx
(z

(13a)

x2 x) 0 a//-_
Pr = (27 + + (x . x2 )

-a/ o

(1_)

I I I
Pr= 0-]_- + _ + _ -;-_ /-T

I
]-2- " 0 = 0.64983 (13c)
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Consideration of a Gaussian (or Normal.) Distribution Curve

completes the comparison of distribution curves° The Gaussian distri-

bution curve is symmetrical, therefore, R is zero°

Since _ntegrating the norma_ distribution probability function

is difficult,

e(-X2)/(2an2)
p (x) = (14)

¢2.%2

values of the probability integral, Pr, have been tabulatedo

Mathematical handbooks (14, 15) contain tables that enable a

rapid determination of the probability:

_ x2 _ x2

I a I ° 202 IZe 2Pr = p (x) dx = e dx = dx = 0.6826

-o -o _ .l--_
(15)

Comparison of the three probabilities just calculated,

0o577 for the square distribution, 0064983 for the triangular

distribution, and 0o6826 for the Gaussian distribution, indicates

that although three quite different probability curves are investi-

gated, the resulting probabilities are very similar. This result,

combined with the discovery that instrumentation systems are best

-described by the Gaussian distribution, further justifies choosing
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the Gaussian distribution to describe the statistical characteri sti cs

of instrumentation systems.

The Gaussian Distribution is the most significant (for measure-

ment analysis) of the many distribution curves that have been

investigated by the science of statistics. The Gaussian distri-

bution is based on the assumption that the total deviation of a

measured quantity, x, from some central value, x, results from a

large number of small perturbations° If there are m contributions

+
to the total deviation and each is of equal magnitude, - a, then

the maximum range of readings is R + ma if all deviations

happen to be either positive or negative and in the same direction

(8). In a random summation of positive and negative quantities, the

most probable sum is zero, indicating that the most common values

of x are in the vicinity of x. A distribution curve that describes

the above example is symmetric, peaked at the center, and declines

smoothly to zero at x - R + ma and x = R - ma.

A curve for the limiting case of an infinite number of

infinitesimal contributions to the total deviation in shown in

Figure 8. The mathematical equation describing the Gaussian distri-

bution is

-h2 (x- x)2
y -- Ce (16)
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C is a measure of the maximum height (note that y = C when x = _)

and h governs the curve widtho A large h results in a high, narrow

curve, while a small h produces a low, broad curve (8)o The

standard deviation, a, is defined by

1 n

i=1

(17)

where N is the maximum number of data pointSo Sigma is related

to h by the following equation

I
0 - (18)

A11 previous discussions adequately describe the theoretical

nature of a Gaussian d_stribution curve; however, there is need

for a correspondence between the normal distribution and actual

observations o

Since the Gaussian distribution is a continuous curve, it can

correspond only with a limiting case as the number of observations

tends to infinityo This rather limiting requirement is the first

point of difference between the Gaussian distribution curve and

any actual set of observationso A second characteristic of the

normal distribution which at first appears undesirable is that in

each reading there is assumed to be an infinite number of
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infinitesimal perturbations, each of which is likely to be positive

or negative°

To solve the two difficulties mentioned in the previous para-

graph, carefully consider the nature of instrumentation systems°

The discussion concerning measurements indicated that errors found

in instrumentation systems were extremely numerous, originated in a

random fashion, and were small in magnitude. A large number of

experiments have yielded a Gaussian distribution, and all sources

appear to indicate that measurements are best described by a

Gaussian distribution (8, 12).

The two preceeding paragraphs indicate a very close correla-

tion between characteristics of instrumentation measurements and

the Gaussian distribution. In fact, the present knowledge of

statistical theory indicates no better approximation than the

Gaussian distribution for describing instrumentation data (8)°

The real purpose of the statistical analysis discussion

just presented was to aid in establishing the degree of confidence

in measurements recorded at the Combustion Research Laboratory°

The topics of "best value" and "uncertainty" of a measured

quantity were introduced so that experimental test data (such as

pressure PI ) could be analyzed and assigned a definite value,

PI + ¢' including a confidence level ¢o
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306 Applications of Statistical Theory

To Curve Fitting Procedures

3o6ol Introduction

Application of Statistical Theory to the subject of this in-

vestigation involves curve fitting procedures° The term "curve

fitting" implies the process of representing a succession of related

data points by means of a mathematical equation° An example of

curve fitting is deriving an equation to describe the relationship

between output voltages from a transducer and corresponding pressures

applied to the transducero In most cases, transducer manufacturers

try to construct a sensing device that has a very nearly linear

pressure-voltage relationship; consequently, the following discussions

are concerned with linear data analysis°

The ideal approach to calibrating a transducer is to apply the

same value of a paramete_ (eogo pressure) to the device many

different times, and _ecord the output voltage fo_ each pressure

application° After collecting a large number of voltage output

values for a given pressure input, a distribution curve could be

constructed and a "best value" in addition to an "uncertainty"

could be calculated as described in the statistical analysis sectiono

A significant number of different pressures within the range in wh_ich

the instrument is to be used must be analyzed statistically° Although

most of the mathematical calculations involved could be handled by

a digital computer, the manual labor requl_ed to collect the necessary
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data renders this approach impractical, The only alternative is to

detemine a quick, approximate method of establishing a calibration

curve given only one measurementeach for several different values

of a parameter {pressure in the example cited above), within the

desi red range°

3o6.2 Establishment of Calibration Curves

Four methods of establishing a calibration curve are:

i)

Ii)

iii)

iv)

The Graphical Method

The Method of Sequential Differences

The Method of Extended Differences

The Method of Least Squares

(i) Graphical Method

This technique involves plotting the collected data on graph

paper and drawing what appears to be the best straight or curved

line through the data points. Such a method, since it depends on

human judgment, is not as desirable as other methods available.

Individual prejudices affect the final curve position and,

since a great deal of effort has been expended in collecting

accurate data, employing such a gross approximation in the final

step is hardly justified (8). Although the amount of error involved

in obtaining measurements may have been carefully controlled, there

is absolutely no way of determining the final error if the afore-

mentioned method is used to draw the final calibration curve°
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(ii) Method of Sequential Differences

As the name implies, this method involves consideration of data

points in sequential order as a means of obtaining the final calibra-

tion curve. Here, adjacent data points are considered in turn, and

the slope between each pair of points is calculatedo If n measure-

ments have been collected, then n-I estimates of slope are possible°

From the n-I estimates ofslope, the mean slope is calculated and taken

as the true slope of a straight lineo

An obvious fault with the method of sequential differences is

that the value of the average slope is based entirely on the first

and last data points recordedo For constant independent variable

intervals, Ax, the sum of the differences eliminates all values of

the dependent variable, y, except the first and last values° For

example, in Table 2 note that all valuesof (_J_X)n- (AA-J_X)n_l_except

the first and last can be discarded and the results are obviously

unchanged {12)o Effectively, the method of sequential differences

implies that the best straight line is that joining the first and

last data pointSo

Slope calculation using sequential differences:

_-s
(nn-J X)n3 2 (Ig)
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TABLE 2

SLOPE CALCULATION BY SEQUENTIAL DIFFERENCES

x y A___X A_.,y_ Yn-Yn_1 Ay
AX

0 0 1 2 2-0 2

I 2 I 3 5-2 3

2 5 1 2 7-5 2

3 7 l 2 I0-7 3

4 lO

4 lO 10

5 5
mean:
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Slope calculation using only endpo_nt values:

Yfinal " Ylnitial _ lO-O _ 5

Xfina I - Xinitia I
4-0 2

(20)

In reality, the true slope should not be based on endpoint

values since the first and last data points are very often the most

questionable ones° A much more satisfactory approach is to

employ the intermediate readings which are less likely to be affected

by systematic erro_o This is done by using the method of differences

to handle non-sequential points in a systematic manner°

iii ) Method of Extended Differences

For this approach, the data points are separated into two

equal groups, high and low values of X, the independent variable°

Corresponding points in the two groups are subtracted, as illustrated

in Table 3°

Calculating the standard error of the mean slope involves

subtracting all estimates of the slope (column 5 of Table 3) from

the mean slope°

Mean slope = 11o965 - 6 = Io995 (21)

The mean value of data in column 6 is a, or 0o022° The

standard error is defined below, where N is the number of data pairs

employed in the calculation (12)o
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TABLE 3

SLOPE CALCULATION BY METHOD OF EXTENDED DIFFERENCES

X Y
AX= Xn+6-Xn AY=Yn+6-Yn A._xx - 1o9951

0

l

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

lO

11

0,0

2.0

4.2

6,1

8,0

]0.0

12.2

]4,0

15°8
]8,0

20,1

22,0

6 = 6-0 12o2=12,2-0,0 2°03

6 = 7-1 12.0=14,0-2,0 2°00

6 = 8-2 Iio6=15o8-4o2 1,934

6 = 9-3 ll,9=18,0-6ol 1,985

6 = ]0-4 ]2,1=20,I-8o0 2,016

6 = II-5 12o0=22,0-I0o0 2o000

0035
0005
o061
,010
o021
,005

Sum: li,965 Sum: 0o137

Mean: 1,995 Mean: 0,02285
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Standard Error-- 45- I _ I ( _ ) = 5 (o022) = o0123 (22)

The intercept of the calibration curve must be determined alsoo

This calculation involves finding a point through which the line must

pass, or will most likely pass° The centroid of all points is the

best point to use for .fixing the line:

R- l Z xi -- 5°45- _- (23)

I Yi : lloOS (24)

Essentially, the method of extended differences is equivalent

to connecting the centroid.of the data points lying on one half of

the abcissa (or ordinate) with the centroid of data points lying

on the opposite half of the scale° The method of extended differences

is useful when errors are likely to occur in both the dependent and

independent variables° However, if all errors definitely occur in

only one of the variables, then the method of least squares is

preferred°

(iv) Method of Least Squares

Several methods of determining a straight line through a set

of data points are avaiiableo In cases where accuracy is not an

important factor, simplified methods can be employed° In some cases

a very accurate method of establishing the most representative line

upon which experimental points l_e is necessary° The method of least
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squares is, by far, them most accurate approach to determining a

straight line; however, the required calculations are more complex

than those mentioned previously°

Consider an array of data points plotted in a two dimensional

space (ioeo, the common x-y plane, Figure lT)lo Establishing a

straight line that best represents the data shown in Figure 17 is

initiated by assuming that all errors occur in the variable, y2o The

least squares method assumes that the best straight line is the one

which minimizes the sum of the squares of the dependent variable

errorS3o

Any straight line has the following equation

y = mx + b (25)

For a particular point, i, the equation is

Yi = mxl + b (26)

If an experimental point corresponding to xi falls off the calculated

straight line by a distance ¢ (the error in point i), then:
Yi

l o

2.

o

The circled points will be discussed in Section 6°2°8°

All errors occur in the y-variable since x represents the reference

standard such as pressure from a dead weight tester°

Refer to Whittaker and Robinson (16) or Baird (8) for a more thorough
explanation of this assumption°
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TABLE 4. CALIBRATION DATA

PRESSURE (psi)

500
I000
1500

2000
2500
3000
35 O0
4000
4500
5000

TRANSDUCER OUTPUT (vol_)

. I00

.200

.320

.400

.500

.600

.71 5

.800

.900
1.000

> I0

F-
?)

5

t-- |

_obo 36o0 5000
PRESSURE (psi)

FIGURE 17. CALIBRATION BY LEAST SQUARES
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Yi = mxi + b + _Yi (27)

As stated in the preceeding, the theory of least squares implies

that the best straight line through a group of points is the one which

minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors° The expression is

stated as follows:

2

(¢yi) = minimum (28)

Rewriting Equation 27 and combining with Equation 28 to solve for

the cumulative square error, _(_Yi }2

n n 2

i_ l ( )2 = _ (Yi - mxi - b) (29)eYi i:I

To minimize the square error, differentiate the right side of

Equation 29 with respect to m and b, then equate the result to zero,

giving two conditions to be specified:

xi(-2) (Yi - mxi " b) : 0 (30)

(-2) (y| - mxi - b) = 0 (31)

In order to apply the conditions of Equations 30 and 31 to

an array of data, write the original n data points as n equations

similar to Equation 26 (these are called equations of conition,
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column 3 in Table 5). Multiply each of the equations of condition

by its corresponding value of x (column 4 of Table 5)° Then add

the equations of condition (column 3) and add the equations of

condition times x, (column 4). Both summation equations (Equations

32 and 33)can be solved simultaneously for m, the slope, and b, the

y- intercept.

5.535 = 27,500 + lOb (32)

19,330 = 96,250,000 m + 27,500b (33)

m = 1.99 x lO -4 (34)

b - 0.0065 (35)

y = 1.99 x 10-4 X + 0.0065 (36)

In many cases the two summation equations are very similar;

therefore, the roundoff error may be significant if calculations

are not performed carefully. The "uncertainty" of a calculated

va?ue for y based on the equation just derived (Equation 36) is

called the standard error. Table 6 illustrates standard error

cal cul ations.

I )2
= Standard Error = _ (eyi

Y n-2
(37)
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X

500

lO00

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

Y

oi00

o200

o320

o400

o500

.600

o715

o800

o900

1o000

TABLE 5

LEAST SQUARES EQUATION CALCULATIONS

Equations of Condition x_(Equations of Condition)

olO0 = 500 m + b

0200 =lO00 m + b

o320 _1500 m + b

0400 =2000 m + b

0500 =2500 m + b

o600 --3000 m + b

o715 =3500 m + b

°800 =4000 m + b

•900 =4500 m + b

Io000 =5000 m + b

50= 250,000 m + 500b

200=I ,000,000 m + 1000b

480=2,250,000 m + 1500b

800=4,000,000 m + 2000b

1250=6,250,000 m + 2500b

1800=9,000,000 m + 3000b

2500=12,250,000 m + 3500b

3200=16,000,000 m + 4000b

4050=20,250,000 m + 4500b

5000=25,000,000 m + 5000b

5o535=2_000 m + IOb I_330=96,250,000 m + 27,500b
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TABLE 6

STANDARD ERROR CALCULATIONS

m__x Ycalc=mX + b Yexp

500 .0995 .1060 .I00

1000 .1990 .2055 .200

1500 .2985 .3050 .320

2000 .3980 .4045 .400

2500 .4975 .5040 .500

3000 .5970 .6035 .600

3500 .6965 .7030 .715

4000 .7960 .8025 .800

4500 .8955 °9020 .900

5000 .9950 ].00]5 1.000

Y

.0060 .00003600

.0055 .00003025

.0150 .00022500

.0045 .00002025

.0040 .00001600

.0035 .0000]225

.0120 .00014400

.0025 .00006250

.0020 .00004000

.0015 °00002250

Sum: °00060875

o -- '/(0.00060875)/10
Y

-- 7.795 x lO "3
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In Equation 37, n is the number of data points collected, and CyiiS

the error in the dependent variable, yo

Using the straight line equation determined previously

(Equation 36), values of the dependent variable are calculated and

compared with the experimental data points. The difference between

a calculated dependent variable, Ycalc' and the experimental value,

'., is

A standard error for the slope, m, and intercept, b, can also

be determined° Knowledge of the slope or intercept standard error

is important if one is interested in comparing these parameters for

different sets of similar data1_

_n/'Xi2

/ o
Standard Error for Slope, am=Oy - (_xi)2 (38)

Zxi2

Standard Error for Intercept, Ob=Oy/nZxi2 - (_xi)2 (39)

Since experiments to be conducted at the Combustion Research

Laboratory may require collecting data for a very short time

period (less than I minute), a statistical analysis of the data is

not possible( Statistical analyses concerning instrumentation must

be performed by considering calibration data which are generated by

The method of least squares has been programmed for an IBM 7094
digital computer. An explanation of the use of this program is
presented in Section 6o2_8_
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simulating experimental conditions (i.e. applying pressure to a

transducer by means of a dead weight tester). For the immediate

use of the data acquisition system, sufficient calibration data

are not available for statistical analysis; therefore, assuming

Gaussian statistical data is necessary.

A continuous statistical evaluation program of the instru-

mentation system is recommended. A Suggested approach for future

use of the data system is presented in Section 8.
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4. TEST PROCEDURES

Preparation procedures for conducting an experiment or calibration

at the Combustion Research Laboratory are extremely important, other-

wise valuable data may be lost. The digital recording system is

the most complex portion of the data system; therefore; it is dis-

cussed in the greatest detail. A step by step discussion of the

manual functions required to operate the digital system are presented

in the system operating manual (17)° This manual must be consulted

and followed carefully before operating the digital system.

4.1 Identification Data

Writing a digital tape first requires recording at least one

identification record on the tape itself. The identification record

data areentered by means of the 12 thumbwheel switches located on the

Computer Format Control Buffer. A MAP program l, BCD, processes header 2

data consisting of either two_ four_ or six-digit groups.

I. To be explained in Section 5.

2. The terms header data and I.D. are synonymous.
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4.1.1 Preliminary Header Information

At least one record or block of identification data must be

entered each time a recording is made. This first block contains

the date, number of channels in use on the digital system, and up

to 196 n_re digit pairs. The last 196 decimal digit pairs, PRE(5)

to PRE(200) inclusive, are intended to correspond-to format state-

ments in a subroutine called PRELIM, which is an abbreviation for

preliminary data. The detailed operation of PRELIM is explained

in Section 6. Briefly, PRELIM serves to identify non-numerical data

such as the operator's name, the type of fuel, oxdizer, and cooling

en_1oyed by an experiment. For example, ID(6) l which is entered by

means of the 11th and 12th thumbwheel switches is presently capable

of specifying either an uncooled, a film cooled, a transpiration

cooled, or a regeneratively cooled engine through use ofthe following

logical - IF (5,6) and format statements:

C...... ID(6)= COOLING DESIGNATION

IF (ID(6) .EQ.O ) WRITE(6,20)
IF { ID(6) oEQo 1 ) WRITE(6,21)

IF (ID(6) .EQo 2 ) WRITE(6,22)

IF (ID(6) .EQ. 3 ) WRITE(6,23)

20 FORMAT(SX, IOH UNCOOLED //)

21 FORMAT(SX, 12H FILM COOLED //)

22 FORMAT(SX, 21H TRANSPIRATION COOLING //)

23 FORMAT(5X, 21H REGENERATIVE COOLING //)

I .

The name PRE(n) designates preliminary data in themain program.
Subroutine PRELIM designates ID(n) as preliminary data, therefore

PRE(n) corresponds to ID(n) throughout this paper.
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4.1.2 General Header Information

After recording the preliminary data (PRELIM)block, additional

identification data can be entered as the digital system operator

desires. Subroutine BCDprocessesI binary coded decimal data and

returns the processed data to the calling (usually main) program

where the data can be employed in a Fortran program to satisfy the

programmer's needs. A brief explanation of one such Fortran program,

PRELIM, was discussed in the last paragraph . Anticipated data

acquisition system requirements indicate a need for BCD programs

capable of processing I.D. in four- and six-digit groups in

addition to the two-digit groups described above.

Using header information requiring processing by BCD is optional;

however, entering identification data by means of thumbwheel switches

is an important capability of the data system which should be employed

as much as possible_ Two example Fortran programs have been written

to demonstrate the use of four-digit and six-digit I.D. to identify

either pressuretransducers or thermocouples.

A subroutine entitled PTRANS presently accepts six-digit I.D.

1. The exact nature of processing will be described in Section 5.

2. Identification data reqaired by PRELIM must be entered.
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to identify a pressure transducer numberand a calibration range°

Since two six-digit numberscan be dialed in with one setting of the 12

thumbwheelswitches, the first six digits represent a transducer number

andthe last six represent the corresponding pressure range. Entering

another group of 12 digits defines a second transducer and so on.

Since the number of digits that BCDwill accept is variable 1, nearly

any number of _transducers can be specified in one record°

PTRANS is a sample of the BCD data capability available to the

data acquisition system users. Since output from BCD enters a Fortran

program (the calling program), any desirable Fortran program can be

written that utilizes six decimal digit data.

Another subroutine, THERM, is capable of accepting four-digit

data. Recall that BCD decodes binary coded decimal data. If the last

argument of the "CALL BCD" statement is 4, the BCD subroutine divides

the stored data into four-digit numbers; therefore, each entry with

all 12 thumbwheel switches represents three numbers° Input to THERM

is printed out in groups of three numbers, each containing four

decimal digits. THERM presently writes the three numbers in the

following respective order: thermocouple number, minimum temperature,

and maximum temperature_ Again, this Fortran program is only one

le The digital system limit is approximately 1000 decimal digits per

record because the Computer Format Control Buffer storage area

has capacity for 1024 characters°
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possible mannerinwhich four-decimal-digit I.D.:data are utilized.

The numberof digits employed to represent one item of header

data must be consistent within every record. For example, all data

in a two-digit I.D. record must contain two-decimal digits per input

entry. If an entry containing more than two decimal digits is desired,

another recordmust be begun, and all entries-in one optional BCD

recordmust contain fourcharacters if the last argument of CALL BCD

is 4, or six characters if the last argument is 6.

Several sample header data records and their corresponding

computer subroutines are illustrated in Appendices C and D.

After recording all desired BCD data, the digital:system controls

must be prepared'to record experimental data fromsensing devices.

Experimental data are recorded in binary code, except for the time data

which are BCD. Once the digital system begins recording data, header

information cannot be entered until the experiment is completed. After

completing the experiment, more BCD data can be entered if desired.

The very last operation after completing a recording is to write

a file mark on the tape by depressing the "Write File Mark" button

located on the Computer Format Control Buffer° The file mark is

necessary in order to signal the computer to stop readingtape, other-

wise the entire reel would be read by the 7094, which is an expensive

and unnecessary operation.
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4°2 Calibration

Before conducting an experiment at the Combustion Research

Laboratory, each sensing .device must be calibrated° Since input to

the digital subsystem is an analog_voltage, signal, and.output on the

digital tape is a specificdigitized voltage, a means of. obtaining

data in engineering, units (pressure, temperature, _force, flow rate)

is necessary. _A calibrationprocedure is_ thereforereqeired to relate

the.voltage signal datato, avalue in engineering units°

Two means of calibrating sensing devicesare end to end

calibration and single point cal ibrationo Single.point _calibration

serves'-as a quick check ofa sensing device's _electrical _characteristics

just prior to conducting an experimento End to end.calibration is

employed _to cal ibrate a sensing devi ce throughout _its anticipated

range of operation by applying the appropriate input_to._the sensing

device.

4o2oi End to End _calibration

One end to end calibration method:involves performing a

cal ibration procedure employing a .standard:traceable :to .the Bureau

of Standards such as a dead weight testero, Another:method involves

the use of calibration data _from manufacturers such as"in"the case of

the Potter turbine flow metero

End to end calibration of a pressure transducer Jfirst requires

the transducer (ortransducers if.several .are to be calibrated within

the same pressure range)to be attached toa dead weight_tester manifold,
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located at the experimental test site. All electrical connections

that are present during an experiment should be included within the

circuit in order to calibrate under conditions resembling an actual

test as nearly as possible.

The Number of Desired Calibration Points are then determined,

depending on the range of operation, the data already available

for the transducer under consideration, and the desired accuracy.

Investigations have indicated that 20 calibration points should be

employed with the calibration subroutine (LINEAR, see Section 6.2.8)

which was based on the statistical analysis investigation.

Amplifier Gain is first adjusted for the range of voltages

anticipated with each sensing device. For pressure transducers,

after applying a pressure to the transducers with a dead weight

tester, the strain gage bridges are then adjusted until the analog

to digital converter nixie tubes display a number that equals the

input pressure. If several different pressure transducers are

employed, each having different pressure ranges, the dead weight

tester must be readjusted for each transducer°

Identification Data are recorded just prior to recording end to

end calibration data. Each calibration 'run must be preceeded by the

data for PRELIM. Additionalheader information describing sensing

devices, pressure and temperature ranges, or maximum values can be

entered in either two, four or six decimal digit groups as described

previously.

i
L
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Calibration Data are recorded after placing all necessary identi-

fication characters onto the tape° The dead weight tester is loaded

and the multiplexer completes one. scan, of the. channels" being, calibrated.

The dead weight tester is then" loaded _to" the" next calibration pressure

value and anotheFcomplete scan'of-the channels-isrecorded. This

process is-repeated- unti I"alI cali bration points have been recorded.

Another two-, four-,or six-character "Calibration Identification

Data Block" (or blocks) can then be recorded for a second set of

sensing devices. (These will probably have a different range of

operation than the first set.)

In summary, the end to end calibration consists of the following

six steps, which are illustrated in Figure 18,

a. Divide the pressure range into lO or 20 increments.

b. Set the amplifier gain to the range of voltages

anti cipated.

c. Manually dial in any desired I.Do information with the

thumbwheel switches located on the Computer Format

Control Buffer, and record the identification data

on tape.

d. _kpply a pressure of established accuracy (by means of

a dead weight tester).

e. Record the voltage output with the digital tape recorder.

f. Repeat steps c, d, and e,

The computer than reads the data tape, prints I.D. information,

and a calibration curve is calculated for the transducers being
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0

PRESSURE RANGE

0 to 4000 psi

CALIBRATION 2 O0 psi

C

e

STEPS 400psi

4000 psi

1

RECORD OUTPUT

ON DIGITAL TA PE

b

I0 _ 200
2 I00

I

AMPLIFIER GAIN

DEAD
d

WEIGHT
I I

I I TESTER
I

II
!

?SDUCER

TO _

RECORDING
SYSTEM

REPEAT STEPS

C, D, and E

FIGURE 18. END TO END CALIBRATION STEPS
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considered. Explanations concerning the calibration curve programs

are presented in Section 6o

The second method of end to end calibration utilizes published

data from the manufacturer. Thermocouples in general are calibrated

from published data utilizing certifiedwire because there is no

simple inexpensive wide range temperature standard _of comparison as

there is for pressure (ioe., a dead'weight tester)°

Manufacturers of ther_couple "wire "generally supply tables of

calibration data and a certification with each roll. The tables are

usually furnished in two forms, millivolts to degrees _and degrees to

millivolts. The tabulated data, can be handled in two ways, First,

use of a computer program which interpolates between data points

enables one to obtain the temperature corresponding to any output

voltage fromthe thermocouple, Tabulated datais.readcinto the main

computer program and transferred to-the 'subroutines described in

Sections 6;2,6 and 6°2°7. The te_erature_corresponding to any

voltage can be obtained by specifying the _desired, voltage. Second,

the tabulated data can be read into the .least squares program des-

cribed in Section 602°8°

4°2.2 Single Point Calibration

The purpose of single point calibration.is:to check the

validity of end to end calibration data. Since an end to end cali-

bration process is time consuming, it will be_performed at intervals of
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one or two months, when the single point calibration results indicate

the need for recalibration, or when experimental results are suspect°

Single point calibration data must be recorded before and

after each experimental test and end to end calibration. Comparison

of single point calibration with end to end callbration data serves

to determine the bias that has arisen in the instrumentation system

and whether a sensing device has become defective or inoperative.

By performing an end to end calibration before conducting an experi-

ment, the chance of'losing valuable data due _toan .inoperative or

faulty sensor is greatly reduced° The single point calibration

following anexperimental test is co_ared with the pre-test cali-

bration as an indication of transdocer drift whlch might indicate

damage during the course of an experiment°

A single point calibration procedure is generally conducted at

40) or 50% of full scale. The exact point is arbitrary, however, for

reference purposes the same point should be selected for a particular

sensing device until another end to end calibration is performed.

The single point calibration process consists of replacing the

transducer with a calibrated resistor. The resistor is placed in

parallel with the transducer. Adjustment of the variable resistor

simulates various loaded transducer conditions. Alltransducers to

be employed in an experiment are replaced by resistors and adjusted

before recording calibration data. A precision signal is applied to
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thermocouple circuits for single point calibration.

Simulated output is recorded by one complete multiplexer scan

of al] channels. The single point calibration data arethen compared

with end to end calibration data to determine the calibration validity.

If the deviationbetween single point calibration and end to end

calibration data is slight, the deviation can be used to adjust the

end to end data for bias. If the deviation is large, another end

to end calibration should be performed°

The single point calibration procedure is outlined below and

illustrated in Figure 19.

a. Insert a calibrated resistor into the transducer circuit

in place of the transducer (insertion is accomplished

through switching.

b. Adjust the resistance to simulate a loaded.transducer

condition.

c. Repeat steps .a and b.forall transducers .to.be employed

in the experimento

do Energize-the transducer circuits and record the vo] tage

output from each channel by one complete multiplexer scan°

eo Compare the calibration point with the end to end

ca] ibration data.
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a

C

e

INSERT RESISTOR
b

! T R ANS DUCER I- -

I

REPEAT STEPS

a AND b

FOR ALL

SENSING.

DEVICES

ADJUST RESISTANCE
TO SIMULAT E

LOADED

d

A
TRANSDUCER

i I
I I
i I

ENERGIZE ALL

CIRCUITS

AND RECORD

OUTPUT

WITH

DIGITAL SYSTEM

COMPARE THE SINGLE POINT

CALIBRATION DATA WITH

END TO END CALIBRATION DATA

FIGURE 19. SINGLE POINT CALIBRATION STEPS
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4o3 Block Length

There are several restrictions regarding the number of characters

contained in one record. Since each data sample requires three tape

frames (or characters), the number of channels in use on the digital

system is multiplied by three to obtain the number of frames per

multiplexer scan, and this is multiplied by the desired number of

multiplexer scans per data recordo Six must be added to the total

number of characters to account for the time word°

(Number of Channels in Use)

x (3)

x (Number of Scans Per Record)

+6

= (Number of Characters Per Record)

At the maximum sampling rate (4000 samples per second) the

maximum block length is approximately 900 characters, therefore, if

20 channels are being used, no more than 14 scans per record are

possible (15 scans would exceed the 900 character limit):

20 x 3 x 14 + 6 = 846

The number of characters per record (846) must be dialed with the

thumbwheel switches located on the upper right side of the Computer

Format Control Buffer. The allowable block lengths for various

sampling rates are illustrated in Figure 20. Safe operation

results if the block length is confined to the values below the

800 bpi line (or 556 bpi line) and to the left of the I024 lineo
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800 bpi

2O

556 bpi

0
500 I000

BLOCK LENGTH

(CHARACTERS PER BLOCK)

FIGURE 20, ALLOWABLE BLOCK LENGTHS
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If the number of characters is not entered correctly (i.e.,

845 rather than 846), a parity error indication will result. The

10CS13 subroutine I will detect the number of IBM words in each

record and the main program will print this number. As an aid

to debugging the system, recall that one IBM word contains six

characters; therefore, the numberof characters dialed on the CFCB

should be three times greater than the number of IBM words printed

by the main program 2.

For BCD data, the block length simply consists of the number

of decimal digits entered with the 12 thumbwheel switches° The

buffer size (1024 characters) establishes the maximum block length.

1. Section 5.2.3.

2. Each input IBM word generates two output data words; therefore,
the factor above is three rather than six°
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4°4 Recordin 9 Data

Experimental data and calibration data, are-recorded_ in the same

manner (i,e, binary _code); the basic procedures employed are identical.

First, the,PRELIM block must be recorded, next any,.other desired BCD

records are recorded, then binary experimental or binary, calibration

data arerecorded. Finally. a tape mark is written to signify the

end of a recorded section which enables the computer to sense a

desired stopping point.

Obtaining a satisfactory understanding of the data acquisition

system requires detailed knowledge of the computer programs employed.

Before describing the programs, basic programming concepts of the

computer languages (MAP and Fortran) are discussed.
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5. MAP PROGRAMMING

5.1 General Concepts

5.1.l Introduction

MAP (Macro Assembly Program) combines the flexibility and

versatility of machine language with symbolic instructions that

are meaningful to a programmer° Unlike pure machine language

that consists of binary code, MAP employs symbo,ls such as ADD

for addition and MPY for multiplication°

Writing a Fortran program in MAP generally requires more

instructions since each mathematical operation must be programmed

separately. The Fortran statement, A = B * C * D, requires a

separate computer card for each multiplication when programmed

with MAP. Although MAP requires more programming effort, the

programs are more efficient since less translation by the computer

from source program to object program I is required. Many operations

I • The source program is punched on computer cards and then

translated into the object program by the computer. Actual

operations within the computer are controlled by the object

program.
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such as shifting bits, unpacking data, and other basic I computer

operations are available in MAP but not in fortran.

Since most engineers are not generally familiar with the

MAP language, a detailed description of all MAP subroutines

employed by the data acquisition system is presented in this section°

The reader should consult References 2, 3, 4, and 7 for aid in

programming with MAP.

Before describing specific MAP subrootlnes in detail, an

understanding of the _basic computer operations is necessary.

Since MAP is a more basic language than Fortran, a programmer

must become familiar with actual operations that are being per-

fumed by the computer.

5.1.2 Mathematical Operations

Addition and Subtraction are performed in conjunction with

a machine component called the accumulator. The accumulator is a

storage location containing 36 bits (sign and bits 1 to 35) plus two

extra bits (P & Q), which are required by certain instructions but

not by the programs now being discussed. When a programmer speci-

fies a variable in Fortran such as, N2 = 35, the computer assigns

the number 35 to a location which represents N2. There are 32,768

I. Basic computer operations comprise the simplest set of instructions

which need no further translation by the computer.
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locations or IBM"words" in the 7094 and each contains 36 bits.

Addition of two numbers is accomplished by placing one number

into the accumulator (by meansof a CLApseudo-operation I) and adding

the other numberto the first (using an ADDpseudo-operation)o The

sum is located in the accumulator. Subtraction is accomplished in a

similar manner, with the SUBpseudo-operation substituted for the

ADDpseudo-operation.

Multiplication and Division require using both the accumulator

and a device called the MQ register (multiplier-quotient register).

The MQ contains 36 bits, (sign and bits 1-35) and is similar to the

accumulator because it serves as a temporary working area for data

while mathematical operations are being performed.

To multiply two numbers, M and N, one number is loaded into

the MQ by means of the (LDQ M) pseudo-operation. Multiplication is

performed by following the LDQ with a (MPY N) instruction. The

result is a 7D-bit product located in both the MQ and the accumulator.

The 35 most significant bits are in the accumulator and the 35 least

significant bits are located in the MQ register° For most operations

the product consists of less than 35 binary digits; therefore, the

entire product will be located in the MQ register, and the accumulator

Io Pseudo-operations are operations in MAP that are not pure machine

instructions, but are required by the programming needs of the
language.
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will contain zeros.

Since the programs to be described in this paper include

multiplication which always results in a product composed of

fewer than 35 bits, the STQ pseudo-operation must be employed

to store data following multiplication° An XCA then exchanges the

contents of the accumulator and the MQ register. After executing

the XCA, a product containing fewer than 35 bits will be located

in the accumulator where addition or subtraction may then take

p] ace.

The aforementioned mathematica] operations are in the fixed

point mode 1, as are a]] mathematical operations performed by the

MAP programs for the Combution Research Laboratory° MAP has no

restriction concerning the use of I,J,K,L,M or N to begin a fixed

point variab]e name as is the requirement with Fortran°

Although not employed by the MAP programs described in this

report, floating point arithmetic is possibleo Corresponding to

the following fixed point instructions (ADD, SUB, MPY) are the

floating point instructions (FAD, FSB, FHP)o The capability of

using floating point arithmetic in MAP has only been mentioned

briefly should future use of the data system require floating

point operations° For more detailed explanations

¢ Fixed point mode refers to a type of computer mathematics which

does not require decimal points. A decimal point is assumed to

follow the last digit of a number (6).
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concerning floating point arithmetic in HAP, References 2, 3, and 4

should be consulted.

5.1.3 MAP Instruction Cards

Each HAP instruction is punched on a separate IBM card°

Symbolic instructions are formed by punching alphabetic, numeric,

or symbolic characters on a separate IBM card. An instruction may

have from one to five parts, each part occupying one field of the

card°

The first of five fields on a MAP program card is the name

field which extends from column l through column 6° The name

field may not always be filled; in fact, a more desirable program

results if the name field is used only when a reference must be

made to a specific card in the program or when a name is required

by the instruction° The name field may contain either all

alphabeticI, alphabetic and numeric2, or symbolic3 information°

The Operation Field, located in columns 8 through 15, must

be filled. The alphabetic symbols contained in the operation field

are pseudo'operations, which have been described previously4o

I. A, ALPHA, BEGIN, LOOP

2. A23, ALPHA6

3. 123., 5.

4. Section 5.1o2
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A complete list of the pseudo-operations required by the computer

programs for the data acquisition system is presented in Appendix Ao

In addition, the list contains several important pseudo-operations

which are not used presently, but which may be helpful if the

programs are alteredo A complete list of all available pseudo-

operations for use with the IBM 7094 can be found in Reference 18o

The Variable Field is separated from the operation field by

at least one blank column; it may begin in column 12 but may never

begin beyond column 16o In general, the variable field begins in

column 16o Since the variable field cannot extend beyond column

72, extension of a variable field to another card is possible if

the ETC pseudo-operation is used°

The variable field may be vacant or may contain up to 3

subfields, separated by commas° The subfields are, in respective

order, the address, tag, and decrement° Appendix A of Reference 2

indicates the subfields that are required, optional, or not per-

mitted in the variable field of all 7090/7094 pseudo-operationso

Appendix A of this report, which is a list of the machine instructions

required by the Data Acquisition System, indicates the subfields

which are necessary for each instruction°

The variable field of a pseudo-operation may contain symbols l,

I. ALPHA, A, N23, 25, * *
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symbolic expressionS, and literals 2.

The Address Subfield indicates the location to which control

is transferred after execution of the present instruction. The

address is generally the name of an array (card #2 below) or

another instruction (card #3).

GO CLA *-1

STO DATA

TRA GO

DATA BSS 35

A symbol such as *-I, which appears above, is very frequently

employed as an" address. Rather than assigning a name to the in-

struction preceeding GO CLA *-l, the symbol *-l in the address field

transfers control to the instruction preceeding the present one.

Similarly, *+5 refers to an instruction that is 5 cards beyond the

instruction containing *+5 as an address.

I •

2.

ALPHA+3, *-4

Literals provide a simple means of entering data into a program.

Decimal li'terals will concern us here. They consist of an equal

sign followed by a decimal number (3). For example: =8, =152, =31.
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The Tag Subfield, when it is present, contains a number from

l to 7, inclusive° The tag refers to one of the seven computer

index registers lo If a tag is present, the indicated index

register is modified by the address of the current instruction, or

the address of the present instruction is modified by the indicated

index registero To clarify the preceeding statement, consider the

following two exampleso

First, to set an index register (ioeo, specify the contents

of the index register) the AXT instruction is generally employed°

If 15 is to be stored into index register 2, the following in-

struction is necessary:

AXT 15,2

Here the index register, 2, is modified by the address, 15, of

the AXT pseudo-operationo

Second, to modify an address by means of an index register,

the proper index register must be set or modified, as described in

the preceeding paragraph° Given index register #2, containing 15,

the instruction below will add the contents stored in location

DATA to the accumulator° The address portion of the instruction has

I. The 7094 has 7 index registers (abbreviated XR).
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been decreased by the contents of the specified index register before

execution of the instruction itself.

CLA DATA +l 5,2

The Decrement Subfield is generally used with transfer in-

structions such as TIX, TXI, TXH, TXL, and others (2,3,4). Only the

TIX and TXI pseudo-operations are required by the programs being

discussed in this paper; therefore, these will be described in

detail.

A Transfer on Index (TIX Y,T,D) pseudo-operation causes control

to be transferred to the location cited in the address portion, Y,

if the contents of the specified index register, T, are greater than

or equal to the contents of the decrement, D. For example, the

instruction (TIX LOOP,3,IO) will substract 10 from index

register 3 (provided XR3 contains a number equal to or greater than

lO) and transfer control to location LOOP. If the contents of XR3

are less than 10, the next sequential instruction is executed.

A Transfer With Index Incremented (TXI Y,T,D) pseudo-operation

is very similar to the TIX instruction. With a TXI instruction XRT

is increased by an amount equal to the decrement of this instruction

and the computer unconditionally follows the address cited, Y.

_A Comments Field is provided for the convenience of the

programmer and does not affect execution of the program. The

comments field is generally used at the programmer's discretion for
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explanatory remarks° A blank must separate the commentsfield from

the variable field° If no variable field is required, the comments

field maybegin in column 17o

5o2 MAP Programs

The three basic types of MAP subroutines required by the data

acquisition system are classified according to the function which

must be performed by each° The functions are tape reading, altering

BCD data format, and altering binary data format. When reading

Section 5, the respective computer programs (Appendix B) must be

read simultaneouslyo Many helpful e_planations are included in the

comments field of MAP subroutines to aid the programmer°

5o2oi IOCSI3

Tape reading is accomplished by means of a MAP subroutine

called IOCSl3o The name IOCSI3, although arbitrarily chosen, is

derived from the Computer Input/Output Control System, Version 13,

which controls tape reading and writing operations° A complete

description of all available Input/Output Control System (IOCS)

programming commands appears in Reference 7o

A program that enables rapereading is written in MAP l and

A tape can be called for reading in Fortran; however, the Fortran

call actually refers to a MAP (or other machine language) sub-

routine that has been stored on a processing tape or in memory.
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contains relatively few IOCSinstructions or instruction groups (i.e.,

cards which are necessary to accomplish a given task). The IOCS

commandsrequired by the IOCSI3subroutine and the operation of

this subprogram are described below. For information concerning

additional IOCSinstructions, consult Reference 7.

To transfer data from magnetic tape into the computer, data

are entered into storage devices called buffers. Generally, data

are transferred from an input tape to input buffers. After re-

arranging the data and locating it (i.e. separating or unpacking

and storing in specified locations), the data are transferred to

output buffers for writing on output tape if desired.

Two types of commands used by IOCS provide a programmer with

a means of finding desired locations within input or output

buffers, or a means of skipping over words in a buffer. The first

type is called non-transmitting commands, the second, transmitting

commands.

Non-transmitting commands provide a means of finding desired

locations within input or output buffers and processing input data

directly within a buffer.

Since transmitting commands are generally easier for the

inexperienced programmer to understand, these were employed by the
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lOCSl3 subroutine° Transmitting commands move data words I either

from an input buffer (or buffers) to working storage, or from

working storage to an output buffer° During processing, buffers

associated with one file 2 are connected together and presented in

sequence for processing; therefore, each file can be treated as

a unit or continuous string of words°

A complete understanding of the IOCSI3 subroutine is most

effectively attained if the function of each instruction card is

described. Since IOCSI3 is a subroutine, the first card in this

deck is the $1BMAP control card° This card is analogous to the

$1BFTC card which preceeds Fortran subroutines° A deck name

containing no more than 6 alphanumeric characters 3 must begin in

col umn 8o

The card following $1BMAP IOCSI3 is a FILE card which describes

the nature of input data written on the tape° INl is the name

I o

0

.

A data word is defined as one IBM word or 36 binary digits
(12 octal digits)°

A file is any group of data enclosed by 2 file marks (3 I/2
inch gaps) on magnetic tape°

"Alphanumeric character" is an IBM term that signifies either
alphabetic or numeric characters° The first character of a

variable name must be alphabetic:

EX: IOCSl3, AREAl, N4X.
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assigned to the input data file l, FILE is a pseudo-operation, and

INPUTFILE describes the tape as input information for the 7094.

A(]) specifies the tape unit on which the data reel is mounted.

This particular designation is peculiar to the specific 7094 computer

being employed.

INPUT designates the file as an input file, and BLK=n

describes the maximumblock length to be encountered on the input

file. If the block length is exceeded, the data in excess of n

IBM words will be lost, however; if a block contains less than n

words, no data are omi tted.

HIGH specifies the density option, which is 800 characters

per inch. Since the data acquisition system is capable of recording

at either 556 or 800 characters (or bits) per inch, the seventh

option in the variable field may be either 556 or 800.

BIN indicates that a tape written in binary code is to be

read. This option must always be used although I.D. is coded in BCD.

The MOUNT option results in a printed message on the on-line

printer which stops the computer and tells the operator that a tape

reel must be mounted.

The HOLD option signifies that the file is to be saved. A

message appears on the on-line printer telling the operator to save

1. A file is the data that appears on tape between file marks.
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the tape after the computer rewinds it upon completion of the program°

The three ENTRY cards merely define the names OPEN, READ, and EFF

as entry points of the IOCSl3 subroutine° An instruction that is de-

fined as an entry point allows a call statement to transfer control

to the subroutine at the specified entry point and to ignore pre-

ceeding parts of the subroutine° For example, a CALL READ statement

would transfer control to the READSXASVI,4 instruction. Instructions

from OPEN SAVE 4 to RETURN OPEN would be i gnoredo

OPEN SAVE 4 causes the present contents of index register 4

to be saved, thus releasing that index register for utilization by

instructions which follow° Index register 4 is the only one available

for many MAP operations such as transferring data between subroutines

and opening, reading, or closing files; therefore, index register 4

must be saved each time a subroutine is entered if any of the

operations requiring index register 4 are being performed° The SAVE

pseudo-operation automatically saves index register 4 without placing

a 4 in the variable field, however, including the 4 helps a programmer

remember the instruction's function° Other index registers which are

used in a subroutine should also be saved with the same SAVE pseudo-

operation:

SAVE 4,l,2,6,7

The TSX .OPEN,4 and PZE IN] instructions open a file; that

is, they prepare a tape for being read by the computer. The above two
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cards must be executed before commandingdata to be read from a tape.

RETURNOPEN returns control to the subroutine that called

OPENand restores index register 4 and any other index registers

that were specified in the SAVE pseudo-operation. If a subroutine

or entry point begins with a SAVE pseudo-operation, the return to

the calling program must be accomplished with a RETURN pseudo-

operation to properly restore the index registers.

READ SXA SVI,4 is the entry point for the section of

IOCSI3 that reads data from the magnetic tape. The SXA pseudo-

operation saves the contents of index register 4 in location SVI.

The SAVE pseudo-operation is not used because index register 4

is restored immediate!y prior to returning control to the calling

program when an index register is saved by this pseudo-operation.

For the READ section, index register 4 must be restored (at

location SVI) before returning control to the calling program;

therefore, the SXA pseudo-operation is required.

The next 3 cards read one record from tape and place the

data into input buffers I. INl refers to the FILE card (first card

in the subroutine) which specifies the file definition to be

I. Buffers are storage areas in the 7094 which serve as transfer

areas between magnetic tape and the computer working area.
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associated with the present READ command. EOB is the symbolic

location to which control transfers if an end of buffer condition

occurs. The EOB option is used for nontransmitting I commands (7);

therefore, a non-functional address is specified• (EOB PZE **

appears later in the program.)

EOF defines the symbolic location to which control transfers

if a file mark in encountered on the tape. The result of sensing

a file mark will be discussed shortly°

ERR is the symbolic location to which control transfers if a

parity error, check sum error, or sequence error is encountered.

(Only the parity error will concern us.)

IORT DATA1,,** stores one record into locations beginning

at DATAI and ending at DATAI+n where n+l is the number of IBM

words in the record 2. After reading a complete record, the ** is

replaced by n+l. Now one record of data is stored in locations to

which a programmer can refer. For more details concerning the IORT

command consult pages 30 to 32 of Reference 7.

GO CLA *-l places the contents of the preceeding instruction

(fORT DATAI,,**) 3 into the accumulator. Note that the number of IBM

•

2.

.

Only transmitting commands are employed by IOCSI3.

One IBM word contains 36 binarydigits. An IBM word is the space

allotted to data, regardless of its magnitude•

DATAI contains the last data word in the tape record that has just

been read and ** equals n+l. DATAI occupies bits 21 to 35 and
n+l occupies the decrement, positions 3 to 17.
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words in the present record is stored in the decrement of the

accumulator.

The STZ DECR clears symbolic location DECR and,STD DECR

stores the decrement portion of the accumulator (which is n+l) into

the decrement portion of DECR. Now only the number of IBM words

in the data record being considered is stored in location DECR.

A CLA DECR first clears the accumulator and then places n+l into

the decrement field of the accumulator. Since n+l is in locations

3 to 17 of the accumulator, an ARS 18 (accumulator right shift 18

binary locations) places n+l into the address (bits 21 to 35) of the

accumulator. The address is the normal position of data which are

to be stored or placed into an index register.

The STO N instruction stores n+l into location N for

later use. Since N remains in the accumulator after execution

of the STO pseudo-operation, a STA WC replaces the address portion

of symbolic location WC (which is **) with N. Symbolic location

WC contains an AXT pseudo-operation; therefore, index register

I now contains N.

The AXT I000,2 instruction places lO00 into index register

2. The reason for executing this instruction will become apparent

later.

SVI AXT **,4 restores index register 4 to its configuration
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prior to execution of the TSX .READ,4 instruction I. Now the

contents of index register 4 are the same as when the call to

READ was executed; therefore, index register 4 is prepared to

transfer data from IOCSI3 to the calling program.

CLA 3,4 obtains the location of the first argument of the

calling statement and places the address of argument l into the

accumulator. The ADD N pseudo-operation adds N, the number of

IBM words in the record being considered, to the first argument.

For the call statement shown below, the address portion of the

accumulator would contain ARGI+N.

CALL READ (ARGI, ARG2, ARG3)

The STA OUTPUT instruction stores the address portion of

the accumulator (ARGI+N) into the address of symbolic location

OUTPUT.

CLA DATAI+IO00,2 clears the accumulator and adds the IBM

words stored in location DATAIo Recall that an address modified

by an index register is decreased by the contents of the specified

index register before execution of the instruction. (DATAI+IO00,2 =

DATAI since XR2 contains lO00. )

OUTPUT STO **,I now reads OUTPUT STO ARGI+N,I. (Recall

lo Recall that the contents of XR4 were saved in location SVI by
the SXA pseudo-operation.
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the operation of STA OUTPUT which appears above°) Since

index register 1 contains N, DATAI is stored in ARGlo

TXI *+I,2-1 decreases the contents of index register 2 by I

(due to the -I decrement) and transfers control to the next instruc-

tion (as a result of *+1)o TIX *-3,1,1 decreases the contents of

index register 1 by I and transfers control back 3 instructions

(ioe_, to CLA DATAI+IO00,2)_ Now index register 2 contains 999 and

index register 1 contains N-l; therefore, the computer seeks

DATAI+I and stores it into ARGI+Io The computer continues to cycle

through the four cards described in the last three paragraphs until

index register 1 contains one° Then the TIX *-3,1,1 instruction

is not executed and control passes to CLA 4,4_

The 10CS13 subroutine counts the number of words in a record

and stores this number into location No It is very important to

have the number of words in a record available to the calling

program° Transferring N to the calling program is accomplished by

the next four cardsc CLA 4,4 stores the address of the call state-

ment's second argument into the accumulator° STA COUNT stores the

address of ARG2 into a location named count, CLAN clears the accumu-

lator and adds N, the number of words in the present record_ COUNT

STO ** stores the value of N into the address which has replaced **.

(Recall that ARG2 has replaced **, therefore, the address, ARG2_
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contains N. )l

Note the difference between the four cards required to transfer

N into the calling program and the seven cards required to transfer

the data record to the calling program• Index registers l and 2

were not required when only one number, N, is being transferred.

The index registers combined with TXI and TIX pseudo-operations

are necessary when arrays are being transferred.

After transferring N to the calling program, control returns

•to the calling program by means of: HOME TRA 1,4. The name "HOME"

is not required; however, it has been included for descriptive

purposes• Since the READ section of IOCSI3 was entered with a

SXA rather than a SAVE pseudo-operation, the TRA 1,4 returns control

to the calling program.

Recall that EOF is the location to which control transfers

if a file mark is read by the computer. The transfer to EOF when

a file mark is encountered results in terminating further tape

reading. Commanding the computer to stop before reading an entire

reel of tape, most of which is blank, is an important capability

of this program, since valuable computer time and project funds

• This may seem confusing since it appears as if ** has been re-

placed twice, once by ARG2 and then by N. This is not true.

ARG2 (an address or pointer to a location) replaces ** (a

dummy address)• The STO pseudo-operation stores the contents
of the accumulator (N) into the location that is called ARG2;

therefore, location ARG2 contains N.
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are saved as a resulto

EOF XEC SVI causes the instruction with a name field

containing SVI to be executed at the present time° Recall from

previous discussions that SVl restores index register 4o With

index register 4 restored, transferring data and commands between

the subroutine and calling program is possible°

TRA 5,4 is a non-standard return which transfers control

to the location cited in argument 3 of the calling statementlo

When TRA 5,4 is executed, the message "NON STANDARD RETURN"

is printed by the computer on the data output page_

The transfer to ERR occurs if a parity error is encountered.

The next six cards cause the message, "WARNING", to be printed on

the output page and then a return to location GO for processing the

data although it may be in erro_o Processing in spite of the

error enables the programmer to salvage some results and allows

him to correct for faulty data if possible°

ERR SXA SV2,4 saves the contents of index register 4

in location SV2o

CALL oFWRDo(oUNO6o lifo) calls a machine language sub-

routine (contained on the processor tape and available to all users)

I o Note that reference to argument l is made by means of 3,4 (recall

CLA 3,4 to obtain ARGI); reference to ARG2 requires 4,4, and

reference to ARG3 requires 5,4° Index register 4 must be employed,

and the address portion of the pseudo-operation involved is equal

to the argument number +2° This is required due to internal

operation of the conkouter and need not concern the programmer except

for following the requirement of using argument number +2°
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that enables a MAP programmer to specify printed data in Hollerith

flelds just as with Fortran. .FWRD. means Fortran Write Decimal,

,UN06. calls tape unit 6, and Ill. refers to a format statement

n_ber.

TSX .FCNV.,4 commands writing the data specified by a .FWRD.

instruction, and TSX .FFIL.,4 must be the last card in any sequence

that specifies printed output in MAP°

SV2 AXT **,4 restores index register 4 to its value

preceeding the transfer due to a parity error, and TRA GO transfers

control back to the normal program routine so that data continues to

be placed into the calling program.

EFF SAVE 4 is the entry point for closing the file (i.e.,

rewinding the data tape and releasing input buffers). TSX .CLOSE,4

and PZE INI actually command closing input file INI. RETURN EFF

transfers control back to the calling program.

DECR BSS I, N BSS I, and DATAI BSS 200 allocate 1,1, and

200 storage locations (each containing 36 bits or one IBM word),

respectively, to DECR, N, and array DATA1. The BSS pseudo-operation

is analogous to a Fortran DIMENSION statement. The BSS instructions

must follow all executable program statements°

111. BCl 3,(I0 H WARNING ) is analogous to a Fortran

format statement. The characters enclosed in parentheses form a For-

tran Hollerith field. The I11. is an a11owable MAP format number.

Note that the period would not be permitted in Fortran. BCl is a
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b_inary c__odedi_nformation pseudo-operationo The 3 defines the numberof

6 character groups contained within and including the parentheses°

Fifteen spaces are required; therefore: ]5 - 6 = 2°5 which becomes

3 to the nearest whole number greater than 2°5°

An END pseudo-operation must be the _ast card in any MAP

program or subroutine deck°

The preceeding discussion has described the manner in which

a data tape is read by the 7094 and how data are transferred to

referenced locations in both IOCSI3 and the calling program° After

requesting the operations available in IOCSI3, the programmer has

at his disposal readily accessible, stored data° The format, or

position of data words relative to each other, is identical with

the input tape; therefore, further processing is necessary° Two

more MAP subroutines are available to alter the data format so

that data can be called by a Fortran programmer°

5°2°2 BCD

The BCD subroutine processes BCD data and separates the

decimal digits into either two-digit groups, four-digit groups,

or six=digit groups° The last argument of CALL BCD (NX, NO, IDIN,

IDOUT, NDGTS) determines the size of an output word (ioeo, either

a two-,four-or six-digit number)° To aid the reader during the

present discussion, follow Subroutine BCD from Appendix Bo
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When the IBM 7094 computer reads BCD data generated by the digital

system, it assumes that pure binary data have been recorded since the

lateral parity is Oddo Since the data system uses odd parity and BCD

requires even parity, the BCD data must be decoded by computer programs.

If 497 is entered onto the digital tape by means of the thumbwheel

switches, the tape areas shown in Figure 21 will be magnetized. Figure

21a illustrates 497 in BCD; however, the IBM computer, because odd par-

ity is employed, assumes that 16,967 (Figure 21b) has been recorded. A

decoding process is necessaw to obtain 497 rather than 16,967.

To begin the decoding process, note that the octal equivalent of

16,967 is 041107, which very closely resembles the number that was

entered with thumbwheel switches° First, separate the left most digit

pair (04) from 041107 and multiply the pair by 100o Next separate the

middle pair 1, (11)8 or (09)10, from 041107 and multiply this pair by

10; then add: 400 + 90 + 7 to obtain 4972°

,

o

Subscripts refer to the numbering system employed. 11)8 is the

octal equivalent of 9 in the decimal system 9)10o The octal
numbering system employs the digits 0,1,2,3,4,5,6, and 7. One

digit beyond 7 is 10, and numbers continue as in the decimal

system until 17, which is followed by 20, etc°

Every group of three bits reRre_enJ;s the octal num!_rs,),2_.and 4.

Corresponding numbers are_ 2u,2z,2 ¢ and 1,2,4;ooo2Z°,2"°,2 zl and
1,2,4. Bits 20,21 , and 2z fill the units position of the octal

number and bits 23,24, and 2b fill the tens place, etc.
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The basic procedure described above is employed by the BCD

subroutine. To aid the reader during the present discussion, follow

Subroutine BCD from Appendix B at this point° Index registers l

through 7 are saved by the first instruction° CLA* 3,4 obtains

the first argument of CALL BCD and the next instruction stores

the number into location LENGTH° STA *+l and AXT **,l set the

value of XRI equal to LENGTH, the input array length°

CLA* 4,4 places the second argument of the call statement into

the accumulator. STO LOUT stores the second argument, the output

array length, into LOUT° The next two instructions place LOUT

into the address portions of OCOUNT (output count) and BEGIN,

respecti velyo

AXT 200,2 sets index register 2o Note that the maximum number

of input words to BCD is therefore 200° If the capacity of BCD is

to be increased, every 200 that appears must be changed° Since

the maximum output array is three times greater than the input array

size (for the case of a two-digit output word), several instructions

containing 600 appear° Each of these must also be changed if the

program capacity is to be increased°

The instructions from CLA 5,4 to CLA **,l obtain the third

argument of CALL BCD, add the input data array length (LENGTH) to

the address of argument three (the input array), and store this

address in ** of CLA **,lo

STO AREAl+200,2 stores the first input data array word into

AREAl since XR2 contains 200°



TXI *+1,2,-I alters XR2and transfers control to TIX *-3,1,I,

which decreases XRI by one and transfers control back three

i nstructionSo

The last four instructions are repeated sequentially until

XRI contains one, which indicates that all input data has been

transferrred to the BCDsubroutine°

The following three instructions obtain the fourth argument

of CALLBCD,add LOUTto the argument, and store this address, ARG4

+ LOUT,into location OUT,which is the output array°

CLA* 7,4 transfers argument five, the number of digits in

one output word, into the BCDsubroutine, and stores the fifth

argument into location DIGITS° STASTARTstores DIGITS into the

address of STARTAXT**,3° Index register 3 is termed the digits

counter since it controls storage of output data when the proper

number of digits has been separated from an input word°

Further into the subroutine, a program section multiplies

each IoDo digit by ten to a specific power.. Index register 5, which

controls the above-mentioned multiplication, must be set to a number

(CONTROL)related to DIGITSby the fo_owing equation:

CONTRL= (DIGITS-I) *3

The seven instructions that follow generate CONTRLoCLA

DIGITS clears the accumulator and places DIGITS into ito After

executing SUB=I the accumulator contains DIGITS-Io XCAplaces

DIGITS-I into the MQregister, and MPY=3 forms (DIGITS-I)*3, which
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is now located in the MQregister° STQCONTRLstores (DIGITS-I)*3

into location CONTRLoCLACONTRLand STASTART+Ireplace the address

of the instruction following START with CONTROL; therefore, XR5

contains CONTRLo

Several index registers must be set before actual data pro-

cessing can be accomplished° BEGIN AXT *',1 actually reads: AXT

LOUT+Io AXT 600,7 sets the maximum possible output array size°

(Recall that this must be changed if the program size is altered.)

AXT 6,6 sets XR6 equal to 6, the number of digits in one IBM word°

Later in the subroutine, XR6 will be decreased by one after each

digit has been processed. After all operations on one entire IBM

word are completed, control transfers to another AXT instruction

which resets XR6 to six°

AXT 200,2 resets XR2 and LDQ AREAl+200,2 loads one word,

AREA1, into the MQ register°

START AXT **,3 sets XR3 which counts the number of digits

that are placed into one output word_ The cycle of instructions

that form the output number is initiated by resetting XR3o

AXT**,5sets XR5 whose purpose will be discussed later°

STZ TEMP2 stores zero into location TEMP2o Each time a

digit is processed it will be added to TEMP2 in a cumulative

manner until the output number has been formed°

LOOP ZAC clears the accumulator° LGL 6 shifts each

bit of the MQ register and accumulator 6 places to the left.
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Recall that one IBM word, AREAl, has been loaded into the MQ register°

Since the six left-most bits of AREA1 are shifted into the six

right-most accumulator places, the accumulator must be cleared before

shifting bits, otherwise the 30 left hand digits of the accumulator

would contain irrelevant data_

STQ TEMP1 stores the 30 bits remaining in the MQ register and

STO TEMP3 stores the six bits (the subject) that were shifted from

the MQ register to the accumulator°

SUB =10 subtracts ten from the accumulator which still contains

the six bits that were shifted from the MQ register° The purpose

of SUB =10 is to test for an IBM zero° If a digit is an IBM zero

(ioeo, a 10 rather than a 0), then subtracting ten from the subject

will leave zero in the accumulator°

If an IBM zero is encountered, the TZE ENTER instruction is

executed 1_ When no IBM zero is encountered, the six bits that were

placed into TEMP3 are loaded into the MQ register°

Twenty cards are then employed to multiply each of the

decimal digits by its proper power of ten to form one output

number_

TRA MULT+15,5 transfers control to one of the multiplication

instructions, depending on the contents of XR5o For the first digit,

XR5 contains 15; therefore, control transfers to MULTo MULT MPY =

1. The transfer to ENTER will be explained in a later section°
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lO0000 multiplies the subject by lO0,O00, XCAplaces the product into

the accumulator, and TRA ENTER transfers control to location ENTER.

At ENTER, the subject is added to TEMP2, the cumulative storage

area for processed digits.

ZERO TXI *+1,5-3 is then executed and the contents of XR5

decreasedby 3. Index register 5 must be decreased in steps of

three because control must transfer to MULT, MULT +3, MULT +6,

MULT +9, MULT +12, or MULT +15.

As stated previously, a transfer to ZERO is made if an IBM

zero is encountered. This transfer bypasses the entire MULT

section, then decreases XR5 by three and the program proceeds. A

zero obviously need not be added to the cumulative storage area,

TEMP2, however, XR5 must be altered so that the next digit is

multiplied by the next lower power of ten°

STO TEMP2 stores the data that havebeen processed and LDQ

TEMPI loads the unprocessed data into the MQ register.

TIX PASS,6,1 decreases XR6 by one and transfers control to

PASS. As discussed previously, XR6 was initially set to six°

When one complete IBM word(six digits)hasbeen processed, control

will transfer to the next instruction (TXI *+1,2,-I) rather than

to PASS.

If control transfers to PASS (Joe., all six digits have been

processed), a transfer to LOOP is executed and the processing of another

digit begins.
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When the next sequential instruction after TIX PASS,6,1 is

executed, XR2 decreases by unity and another six-digit word is loaded

into the MQ register. Index register 6 is reset to six and control

transfers to LOOP.

Note that XR3 has been decreased by unity again. If XR3

contains one when this instruction is encountered, control does

not pass to LOOP. Each time an output word is formed, the transfer

to LOOP is not taken; rather, the output word which is in the

accumulator is stored into ID+300,7. Index registers I and 7 are

then decreased by one and control passes to START, where XR3 is

reset.

The transfer to START is not completed when XRI, the input

words counter, contains one, which signifies that all data have

been processed.

CLA ID+600,7 adds ID to the accumulator the first time this

instruction is executed since XR7 contains 600. STO **,2 then

stores ID into IDOUT since ** is actually IDOUT+LOUT and XR2 contains

LOUT. TXI *+l,7,-l and TIX *-3,2,1 decrease index registers 7 and 2

so that ID+I is then stored into IDOUT+I. During the next pass

through the above four instructions, ID+2 is stored into IDOUT+2.

The process continues until XR2 contains one, which indicates that

all data have been transferred to the calling program.
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Since the BCD subroutine is quite general, (i.e., it can

generate either two-, four-, or six-digit words) no changes are

anticipated except for altering the maximum input array size.

The necessary steps for increasing the program capacity have

already been discussed.

5.2o3 UNPACK

After entering all header information, experimental data

are recorded. Data records consist of a six character time

word followed by packed binary data words° When reading this

section, simultaneously read the UNPACK subroutine contained in

Appendix B.

Subroutine UNPACK unpacks the binary data and transfers

the unpacked data to the main program where another subroutine

(Section 6.2.9) is called to alter the sequence of recorded

data. The following statement calls UNPACK.

CALL UNPACK (AREA, TIME, MAP, N)

AREA is the array that stores unprocessed data, TIME refers

to the time word, MAP is the array that stores processed data, and

N is the number of IBM words in the record being processed.

UNPACK begins by saving the previous contents of all index

registers. The number of packed words to be processed is trans-

ferred to the UNPACK subroutine by the CLA* 6,4 instruction and

this number is then stored into location LENGTH.

L
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The input data array length is also stored into XR6 by means

of the STA *+1 command, followed by AXT **,6° Index register 6

must be reset later in the program; therefore, STA COUNT is necessary,

where COUNT refers to COUNT AXT **,6.

AXT 1031,7 sets the index register that counts the maximum

possible number of words that can be stored in one record. Actually,

1031 is beyondthelimit of the presentbuffer; however, the excess

capacity is slight andacts as a computer program storage safety

factor.

CLA 3,4 obtains the address of the first argument of the call

statement° The first argument passes the input data array from the

main programto the subroutine° ADDLENGTH forms the address,

AREA + LENGTH, which is located in the accumulator, and is the

location I of the end of the input array. STA*+I stores the above

address into the address portion of CLA **,6° (** actually becomes

AREA + LENGTH.) Since the address of CLA **,6 is modified by XR6,

this instruction causes (AREA + LENGTH) minus (the contents of

XR6) to be loaded into the accumulator° Initially, the contents

of AREA will be placed into the accumulator°

STO AREA2 + 1031,7 stores the contents of the accumulator into

lo The terms address and location are synonymous. And address is

a pointer to the position of a wordthat is stored within the

computer.
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AREA2the first time this instruction is executed since XR7contains

1031.

TXI *+l,7-1 decreases the contents of XR7by one and transfers

control to the next instruction. TIX *-3,6,1 decreases the contents

of XR6by one and transfers control back three instructions. AREA+I

is transferred from the calling program into the accumulator, and

then stored into location AREA2+I.

The four instructions from CLA**,6 to TIX *-3,6,1 continue

to be executed in sequential order until XR6contains one, which

indicates that all data have been transferred to the UNPACKsubroutine°

AXTI031,7 COUNTAXT**,2, and AXT2060,2 are then executed and

processing the raw data begins.

The time word is processed by a method similar to the BCD

subroutine, but less complex because a time word always contains

six decimal digits. START AXT 6,3 sets XR3 which counts the number

of digits that have been processed. AXT 15,5 sets the index

register that controls multiplication of the time digits by the

proper power of ten°

STZ TEMP2 clears location TEMP2 which is the cumulative storage

location for digits that have been processed° LDQ AREA2+I031,7

loads the unprocessed data into the accumulator. The first word

loaded will be AREA2 since XR7 contains 1031 initially.

The next 30 instructions, LOOP ZAC through LDQ TEMPI, perform

the same functions as the corresponding block of instructions contained

in the BCD subroutine.
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TIX LOOP,3,1 decreases the contents of XR3 (the digit

counter) by one and transfers control to LOOP five times. After

executing the instructions from LOOP ZAC to TIX LOOP,3,1 for the

sixth time, all time digits have been processed and control passes to

the next sequential instruction, STO TIME.

STO TIME stores the processed time word into location TIME.

Index registers 6 and 7 are then decreased by one. Recall that

XR6 counts the number of IBM words that must be processed, and XR7

controls loading the proper IBM word for processing.

The computer is now perepared to process experimental data.

SORT LDQ AREA2+1031,7 loads the first experimental IBM word into

the MQ register. Since shifting from the MQ to the accumulator is

to be performed, the accumulator must be cleared (ZAC)o

The following computer instructions unpack the IBM words

which contain two experimental data samples each. Complex decoding

is not required here as it is for BCD data because the tape

is written and read as a binary file I. The only required coding

is to program the computer to detect an algebraic sign, and to

properly recognize negative numbers°

If a data sample is negative, a mark is recorded in bit 18

I. Refer to the first card in IOCSI3.
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(bit 18 actually generates a 4) 8, Figure 4a). No mark is recorded

in bit 18 for positive numbers. Since each bit on the digital tape

generates three binary numbers, the LGL 3 instruction shifts a sign

indication into the accumulator° if the accumulator contains zero

after execution of the LGL 3 instruction, then the first 15 bits

(the first data sample) in the MQ register are positive and the

TZE PLUSl instruction transfers control to location PLUSI for

further processing.

If the accumulator contains the four bit, a negative sign is

indicated and the next sequential instruction MINUS1 ZAC, is

executed°

The five instructions from MINUS1 ZAC to TRA LAST are

executed to process a negative number° After clearing the accumu-

lator, LGL 15 moves the first data sample (the left half of the

packed word contained in the MQ) into the accumulator. Since the

digital system records the system complement of a negative number

rather than its true numerical value, a brief explanation of the

term system complement is necessary.

The term complement, as employed here, is concerned with

modulo arithmetic, a form of mathematics that requires only a

finite set of integers used repeatedly in a cyclic manner. The

hour designation on a clock is an excellent example of modulo

arithmetic. Time is indicated by the integers from 1 to 12. After

the twelfth hour, one is repeated (4)°
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The complement, C, of a number, N, is the difference between

the modulus (maximum number, M, in the modulo system) and the

original number, N.

C= M-N

The maximum number that can be recorded by the digital system

is 16,383 (14 binary bits); therefore, the system modulus is 16,383)i0 '

or 37777) 8. The magnitude of a negative number is obtained by

subtracting the complement (value recorded for negative numbers)

from the modulus. The SUB = 037777 instruction I forms the true

value of a negative number.

STO DATA+2060,2 stores the unpacked data sample into location

DATA during the first execution of the instruction since XR2 contains

2060. Subsequent executions of the STO instruction will store data

into DATA+I, DATA+2, etc.

TRA LAST transfers control to LAST ZAC, which clears the

accumulator in preparation for processing the last half of the

packed word.

If the first half of the packed word is positive, control

transfers to PLUSl at the TZE PLUSl instruction rather than

following the next sequential instruction, MINUSl ZAC. At PLUSl,

l • The =037777 literal could have been written as =16383 also;

the "0" is not a zero, but the letter 0 to signify an octal
number.
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the left half of the MQ register is shifted into the accumulator

(LGL 15). Since a positive data sample is already coded in proper

form, the 15 binary bits located in the accumulator are stored into

location DATA by means of the STO pseudo-operation.

Whether the left half of the packed IBM word is positive or

negative, the LAST ZAC instruction is executed after storing

the first data sample. Next, execution of a TXI *+1,2,-1 instruction

results in XR2 containing 2059; therefore, the second half of the

packed word is stored into location DATA+I.

LGL 3 again shifts the sign bit into the accumulator, and a

transfer to PLUS2 is made if the second half of the packed word is

positive. If the data is negative, control continues to the next

sequential instruction, MINUS2 ZAC. The next three instructions

are identical to those following the MINUS1ZAC command.

TRA REPEAT transfers control to a group of instructions that

decrease the contents of index registers 7,2, and 6 by one. Unless

all input data are already processed, control transfers to SORT

where another unprocessed word is loaded into the MQ register.

If the data sample is positive, PLUS2 LGL 15 is executed and

STO DATA+2060,2 stores the positive data into location DATA+I.

REPEAT TXI *+l,7,_land TXI *+1,2,-I are executed after

the second half of the packed word is stored. Index register

6 counts the number of input words that must be processed; therefore,

a transfer to SORT is made unless XR6 contains one, which indicates

that all data words are unpacked and stored.
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CLA4,4 obtains the address of the time word, and STAOUT

stores the time word address into the address of location OUT°

CLALENGTHplaces the total input array size (data and time

word) into the accumulator. The next few instructions form the

output data array size, which is twice the input array size.

(The input array consists of packed words, except for the time code

generator output, which requires a complete IBMword.) Since the

time word is treated separately, one is subtracted from the total

input array size,(SUB =l). The accumulator now contains LENGTH-I,

which is equal to the input data array length.

XCAtransfers LENGTH-Iinto the MQregister and MPY=2forms

the output data array size. STQstores the array length into

location LGTH.

To set an index register that controls the amount of output

data transferred back to the main program, STACOUNT2is executed.

CLA5,4 obtains the third argument of the calling statement

and add LGTHforms the address, MAP+LGTH,which is stored into the

address of OUTl by means of STA OUTIo

CLA TIME adds the processed time word to the accumulator and

STO ** stores the data into argument two of the calling statement.

Index registers 2 and 3 must be reset to transfer data from

the UNPACK subroutine to the calling program. The address of COUNT2

AXT **,3 actually contains LGTH rather than **.
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CLADATA+2060,2 adds the contents of location DATA to the

accumulator and OUTI STO **,3 stores this data into location MAP.

TXI *+l,2,-l decreases the contents of XR2 by one and TIX *-3,3,1

decreases the contents of XR3 by one before transferring control back

to the CLA instruction. The second time CLA DATA+2060,2 and OUTI

STO **,3 are executed, DATA+I is stored into MAP+Io When XR3, the

output words counter, contains one, all data have been transferred

and control returns to the calling program (RETURN UNPACK).

The next nine instructions allocate storage for variables or

arrays required by this subroutine, and an END pseudo-operation

terminates the UNPACK subroutine°

The most probable changes anticipated for the data acquisition

system which will affect the UNPACK subrouti,e are an increase in

the memory capacity and the time code generator output resolution.

If the memory capacity is increased, each 1031 that appears

in UNPACK must be changed to the maximum character block length

available with the new memory° Every 2060 must be at least twice

as large as the new maximum block length.

A change in the time code generator would probably be made

to obtain millisecond readout resolution° For example, instead of

transmitting 20 hours, 15 minutes, and 31 seconds, the improved

system would generate: 20 hours, 15 minutes, 31 seconds, and OOl

milliseconds. The new time word requires nine digits; therefore,

two IBM words must be processed° The START AXT 6,3 should be

changed to START AXT 9,3, and AXT 15,5 should be: AXT 24,5.
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The MULTPY TRA MULT+15,5 instruction should read: MULTPY TRA

MULT+24,5. Finally, MULT MPY = lO0000 must be replaced by the

following group of instructions:

MULT MPY = 100000000

XCA

TRA ENTER

MPY = lO000000

XCA

TRA ENTER

MPY = 1000000

XCA

TRA ENTER

MPY = 100000

To add the second IBM word after processing the first one,

include AXT 6,1 after START AXT 9,3. Also include the following

instructions after LDQ TEMPI, and remove TIX LOOP,3,1.

NEXT

TIX NEXT,I ,l

AXT 6, ]

TXI *+l ,7,-I

LDQ AREA2+1031,7

LGL 15

TIX LOOP,3,1
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6. FORTRAN PROGRAMMING

6.1 Introduction

Fortran, (Mathematical Formulation Translation System) is the

computer language most frequently enN)loyed by engineers° Programs

written in Fortean closely resemble ordinary algebra. Pure machine

level programs that interpret algebraic (Fortran)statements need

not concern the engineer; therefore, he can devote full attention

to solving analytical problems.

The use of a logical analytical approach is extremely im-

portant if a problem is to be programmed for a con_}uter. The

sequential order of calculation within a program must be meticu-

lously planned.

Since most engineers are familiar with the Fortran language,

a detailed description of the commands and logic will not be

presented here. For aid in using the version of Fortran employed

by the Purdue University IBM 7094, the reader should consult

References 5 and 6. The non-standard Fortran techniques en_loyed

by the data acquisition system are described as they appear in the

subroutines.

While reading the remainder of this section, follow the
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respective computer programs in Appendix C simultaneously.

6.2 Fortran Programs

6.2.1 COPYI

Subroutine COPYI writes processed BCD data onto a magnetic tape

in Fortran so that the data can be called by a Fortran statement.

The two arguments of COPYI are the BED data array, L, and the

number of words in the array, N. If more than 80 input words are

desired in one BCD record, the dimension statement must be changed°

WRITE (n) (L(J),J=I,N) writes the BCD array with tape unit n.

Two tapes must be placed onto the computer; one tape contains the

raw data generated at the Combustion Research Laboratory and the

other tape (on tape unit n) is initially blank. To read the record

that has been written above, simply rewind tape unit n and execute

the following statement:

READ (n) (L(J),J=I,N)

Two Fortran statements are included to write the data on paper

for immediate observation.The printout at this point is quite useful

for debugging purposes also.

6.2.2 COPY2

COPY2 is identical to COPY1 except for the substitution of READ

(n) for WRITE (n). To read a record of header data that has been

written by COPYI, call COPY2, using the same arguments for calling
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both COPY1and COPY2. The two cards that cause data to be printed on

paper are required in COPY2since the Fortran tape contains processed

BCDdata written in Fortran records for printing information that

identifies subsequent data on the sametape.

6.2.3 PRELIM

Subroutine PRELIMwrites alphabetic information that corresponds

to the coded digits which are contained in record one. The PRELIM

subroutine is self-explanatory when investigated along with the check

list for header record numberone, located in Appendix E. Table Dl

is a sample computer output page for PRELIMdata.

PRELIMcontains expansion capability since each present category

can be expandedto a total of I00 possibilities. For example, the

ID(6) category, which describes the type of cooling employed, presently

contains four cooling designations. The two-digit ID numbercan

equal anything from zero to 99; therefore, lO0 format statements and

consequently lO0 cooling designations are possible. More categories

can be added in a manner that is analogous to the existing five groups;

however, if more than 200 groups are required, the dimension statement

capacity must be increased.

6.2.4 THERM

Subroutine THERMis presently designed to write four-digit I. D.

data to describe thermocouples and their temperature ranges. Argument

one is the input data array and the second argument equals the number
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of output words in the BCD recordo THERM first writes the number of

four-digit words contained in the IoDo record being processed° Several

pairs of WRITE statements cause the following printed output:

THERMOCOUPLE n

TEMPERATURE RANGE a to b

Each 12-digit header entry contains three four-digit words

presently programmed to describe thermocoupleso ID(1), ID(2), and

ID(3) describe the first thermocouple, while ID(4), ID(5), and ID(6)

describe the second thermocouple, etCo

In the future, format statements in THERM can be added or

removed to accommodate the number of thermocouples employed by an

experiment° Additional subroutines can be written to fulfill the

needs for writing four decimal digit Io Do data° A sample computer

output page appears in Appendix D (Table D2)o

6o2o5 PTRANS

Subroutine PTRANS performs a task similar to that performed by

THERMo Argument one is the input array, and argument two equals the

number of words in the arrayo PTRANS first prints the number of

output words contained in the BCD record°

Preliminary studies indicate that six decimal digits are

required to describe a pressure transducer; therefore, PTRANS pre-

sently accepts six-digit header words and writes the following,
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where 661121 is the manufacturer's serial number:

TRANSDUCER 661121

MAX° PRESSURE lO000 PSl.

PTRANS can be.very easily expanded to accept more input

words by adding additional format statements° The subroutine can

be altered to describe other types of sensing devices by merely

changing the format statements (numbers lO and ll), or another

similar subroutine can be written° Table D3 illustrates the

output obtained from subroutine PTRANSo

602°6 PIF3

PIF3 is a function subprogram (5, 6) that accepts a two-

dimensional input array and interpolates between data points by

means of a third order curve fit procedure, Two other similar

subroutines, PIFI and PIF2,are available for interpolation by

assuming a linear and a second-order curve, respectively° For

thermocouple data, investigations indicated that either PIFI,

PIF2, or PIF3 yielded equally satisfactory results if no more than

five interpolations were requested between input data points°

The input data table is read by the main program and trans-

ferred to the subroutine that calls PIF3o The first data card must

define the number of data points in the reference table° Data must

be entered in ascending independent variable order.
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To demonstrate the use of PIF3, consider a temperature-voltage

array° After reading temperatures TCA(1) and voltages VCA(I) into

computer memory, any voltage value can be specified and a correspond-

ing te_erature obtained by execution of the following statement:

TEMP(J) = PIF3 (A, VCA, N, TCA)

VCA and TCA are, respectively, the independent and dependent

variables of the input array° N is the number of data points in

the reference table, A is any desired independent variable value,

and TEMP(J) is the corresponding dependent variableo

6°2°7 TABLE

TABLE prepares nonlinear experimental data in voltage units for

being converted to engineering units by PIF3o Subroutine TABLE is

called by:

CALL TABLE (V,NP, EU, NROW, FIRST,LAST,OUT, 20,30,TEMP,20,30)

V refers to the voltage (independent variable) in the calibra-

tion data array, NP equals the nun_er of data points in the array

and EU refers to the engineering units (dependent variable) in the

array° NROW equals the nu_er of data samples per channel, FIRST

is the first channel to be converted, and LAST is the last channel to

be converted from voltage to engineering units° OUT refers to the

array of experimental data in voltage units which is converted to

engineering units° Corresponding arguments in the TABLE subroutine
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are: (VOLT, NPTS, T, NROW,FIRST, LAST,OUT, L, M, TEMP,LL,MM)o

OUT,20,30 corresponds to OUT, L,M; therefore, to alter the

dimensions of the OUTarray, its dimension need only be changed in

the main program and the calling card° The TEMP array is treated

in a similar manner°

FIRST is ordinarily a floating point variable; therefore, it

must be defined as an integer° Completing the DO I J=FIRST,

LAST loop obtains the engineering units for channel numbers from

FIRST through LAST° The DO I K=I,NROW loop obtains the engineering

units for each data point of the channels from FIRST TO LASTo

A=OUT(J,K) redefines the data points as unsubscripted variables for

use as an argument of PIF3o The correct engineering units for all

data in the OUT array is now contained in the TEMP array, which is

written on magnetic tape in Fortran° The DO II loop writes one

record beginning with all data from channel FIRST and ending with

all data from channel LAST o

602o8 LINEAR

Subroutine LINEAR accepts an array of data pairs and calculates

a linear equation to represent the input datao The method of

least squares, described in Section 3, is programmed in LINEAR°

The first READ statement (number 44) reads two integers,

the number of data pairs (N) and a channel identification number(NBR)o

Statement nun_)er 2 reads N data cards containing the independent

variable in columns one to ten and the dependent variable in columns II
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through 20_ Immediately after _eading all data, the next five cards

call for printouto

The statement, 444 READ (5,59) TEST, reads a test value that

is the criterion for eliminating erroneous data points° Later in the

program when dependent variables a_e calculated and compared with

experimental dependent variables, data points are cast aside if

the deviation between y-calculated and y-experimental exceeds the

current value of TESTo The two circled points in Figure 17 would

be cast aside when TEST is one percent of full scaleo

Any number of TEST values can be read for each separate

linear equation calculation; however, the TEST values must decrease

in magnitude° Investigation of data from experimental calibrations

conducted at the Combustion Research Laboratory at Purdue University

has demonstrated that the most accurate linear equation is obtained

if a large number of TEST values are employed in decreasing order°

The last TEST value must be zero, which signifies that least square

calculations are completedo

The READ statement {number 4400) _eads a single point calibra-

tion data pair° The independent variable and the linear equation

are used to calculate the corresponding dependent variableo Calcu-

lated and calibration dependent variables are then subtracted to

determine the deviation that is present°

LINEAR can be used as a separate program with data punched on

cards and read in the order described above° If a large amount of
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calibration dataare collected, the data can be recorded by the digital

system,and LINEAR can be employed as a subroutine of the main tape

processing program to be described soon.

Employing LINEAR as a subroutine in conjunction with the main

tape reading program requires that the following statements be

removed:

DO2 I=I,N

2 READ (5,3) X (1), Y(1)

The cards indicated below must be included when the above

cards are removed:

SUBROUTINE LINEAR (X,N)

Y(])- o.

DELTY - a

DO2 I -2,N

J-I-1

2 Y(1) - Y(J)+DELTY

If an end to end calibration must be performed immediately

prior to conducting an experiment and the time required to obtain

a computer printout of calibration data is not available, LINEAR

can be employed as a subroutine of the tape processing program. So

that calibration data can be obtained prior to processing raw experi-

mental data, LINEAR must be called before the UNPACK subroutine.

The slope and intercept of transducer curves are then calculated for
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each transducer that is calibrated° Twoarguments, the slope and

y-intercept, must be added to the SUBROUTINELINEARcard and call

statement. These are illustrated below°

CALLLINEAR(EECAL,NE, SLOPEI, INTI)

SUBROUTINELINEAR(X, N, AM, B)

Several other calibration programs have been written for

second-order and other I non-linear equations°

6.2.9 PSIG

Subroutine PSIG converts experimental data in voltage units

to data in engineering units if calibration data indicates that the

sensing device is linear° The call statement is:

CALL PSIG (NROW, FIRST, LAST, AN, BN, SN, DN, TIME, OUT,

20,30, PSl ,20,30)

NROW, FIRST, LAST, TIME, and OUT, 20, 30 are the same as the

variable names defined in TABLE. AN is the slope and BN is the

y-intercept of the linear equation that relates engineering

units to voltage. SN is the standard deviation obtained from

least squares consideration and DN is the maximum deviation to

I o Y = Ax2 + Bx + C

y=A_ + B

y = Ax+ BY-x+ C
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be expected° PSI, 20, 30 is the output data array from PSIGo Corres-

ponding arguments in subroutine PSIG are:

(NROW, FIRST, LAST, SLOPE, YINT, SIGMA, MAXDEV, TIME, OUT,

L,M, PSI,LL, MM)

MAXDEV is redefined as a floating point number, while FIRST

and TIME are redefined as fixed point variables° The DO l J = FIRST,

LAST loop obtains the engineering units for each channel, and DO l

K=l, NRow obtains the engineering units for each data point of the

channels from FIRST TO LASTo The data are then written in engineering

units on magnetic tape just as was done in TABLE° If desired, the

standard deviation and maximum deviation could also be written on

tape by inserting the following statement within the DO loop:

WRITE (2) SIGMA, MAXDEV

6o2oi0 WREU

Subroutine WREU writes the experimental data in engineering

unitso The main program reads the magnetic tape that has been

written by the Fortran WRITE statements contained in TABLE and

PSIG. Data are then transferred from the main program to WREU by

means of the following call statement:

CALL WREU (EUNITS, 20, 30, NCIU, N,TIME)

EUNITS is an array that contains the data from one record in
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engineering units, NCIU, the number of channels in use, is obtained

from record one, a header record that has been dialed in with

thumbwheel switches° N equals the number of packed words in one

data record and is obtained by the IOCSI3 subroutine as the input

tape is read° TIME transfers the time code generator output to

subroutine WREUo

Corresponding arguments in the WREU subroutine are:

OUT, L, M, NCIU, N, TIME

The second and third arguments are included to enable altering the

OUT array dimensions without changing cards in the subroutine,

Since the variable TIME is ordinarily a floating point

number (due to the first letter T), it must be redefined as an

integer,

Format statements 1966 and 1967 cause the experimental data

printout to begin on a new page, f_ve lines from the top°

NN equals the number of experimental data points contained in

the present record° Recall that N equals the number of packed

words in the record, one of which is the time word° N-l is the

number of packed data words; therefore (N-l)*2 equals the number

of words (unpacked) per record and NROW is the number of data

samples per channel per record°

The next card defines a variable for reasons which will soon

become apparent° Since the data from 20 channels cannot be printed
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across one page, two arrays are written with ten channels per array°

If the numberof channels in use exceeds ten, the logical-IF

statement is executed°

Consider the case in which data havebeen recorded on more

than ten channels, NHALF,therefore, equals ten; rather than NCIU

as defined by the statement preceeding IF (NCIU oGTolO) NHALF=IO.

The time word is then written and the next logical-IF statement is

not executed since NHALF equals ten° Format number 34, the header

label for channels one through ten, is printedo The next two

statements (DO 35 and statement number 35) write all data in the

present record for channels one through ten° The next logical-IF

statement is not executed; however, 5 more spaces are

skipped (WRITE(6,1967)) and the header label for channels II

through 20 is printed° The DO 38 loop writes the remaining data

from the present record and returns control to the main program°

Now consider the case _n which from six to ten channels have

been used° NHALF, therefore, equals NCIU l and all statements de-

scribed above are executed up to:

IF (NClU oLEo lO) GO TO 53

lo See the first logical-IF and the statement preceeding ito
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Since NCIU equals ten or less, control transfers to statement number

53 which causes a return to the main program°

If five channels or less are employed, NHALF equals NCIU

since the following statement is not executed:

IF(NCIU oGTo lO) NHALF = lO

The next two statements are executed; then control transfers to

statement number 43 since NHALF is less than or equal to five°

At statement 43 a header label is written for channels one through

five, and then all data from the present record is written under

the proper channel column° Control then transfers to the main

program°

6.2.11 MAIN

The MAIN program calls all the subroutines that have been

described here° MAIN serves as the major controlling program for

the data acquisition system° Most of the subroutines need never

be altered except for PTRANS, PRELIM, and THERM, as described in

their respective sections° The main program is at the experimenter's

disposal to alter in order to best suit his needs°

In the present form, the first six cards of MAIN assign

storage for all subscripted variables in the main program and

any arguments that are passed from a subroutine to MAINo The
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INTEGER and REAL "type statements ''l are employed rather than a

DIMENSION "type statement" so the programmer can use nw)re meaningful

array names rather than restricting himself to beginning integer

(fixed point) variable names with !_J,K,L,M, or N and real

(floating point) variable names with the remaining letters of the

alphabeto

TIME and FIRST are defined as unsubscripted integers since

only one storage location is requiredo

REWIND 2 prepares a blank tape for recording data in engineer-

ing units° (Recall that subroutines PSIG and TABLE write data in

engineering units: )

CALL OPEN transfers control to the OPEN entry point of

IOCSl3 which prepares an unprocessed tape for being read by the

computer°

CALL READ (PRE, NPRE, $60) transfers control to the READ entry

point of subroutine IOCSl3 which then reads the first record of

data from the input tape° Subroutine IOCSI3 transfers one record

of data from the input tape to an array PRE and the number of

IBM words in the record is stored _nto location NPREo

o "Type statements" DIMENSION, REAL, and INTEGER define a single

variable contrary to its type, designated by the first letter of

the variable name, and/or define storage arrays°
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If a file mark is encountered after reading a record, IOCS13

first transfers the PRE array to the main programo IOCSl3

instruction EOF is then executed, which causes a return (termed a

non-standardreturn) to the main program location cited in argument

three of the call statement° The statement number located in

argument three must be preceeded by a $o CALL READ (PRE, NPRE,

$60) returns control to statement number 60 if an end of file mark

is encountered on the input tape°

The non-standard return is a powerful programming aid° The

application of a non-standard return is to signal the computer

to stop reading a tape when the programmer desires° If a tape is

not entirely filled with data, a file mark should be written after

recording data on the digital tape recorder° The non-standard

return capability will prevent the computer from searching blank

sections of tape for data if a file mark is recorded at the end of

a complete experimental record° If tape marks (or file marks) are

written between experimental test files l, data can be processed

until a file mark is encountered° When the file mark is sensed,

I o Record marks or tape gaps are generated several times per second

by the Computer Format Control Buffer; these are 0o75 inches

Iongo File marks (3 I/2 inches long) must be generated manually

by depressing the "MANUAL RESET" and "WRITE FILE MARK" buttons,

respectively, on the CFCBo A file is the data recorded between

the file marks which should be generated after conducting each

expe rimen to
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the non-standard return transfers cont_) to another part of the main

program which is suited for processing the second file of data°

The $60 non-standard return transfers control to statement

number 60 which causes the data tape to be rewound_

WRITE (6,11) causes the next printed output to begin on a new

page,,

The first record contains data that the programme_r w_shes to

separate into two-digit groups; therefore, the numbe_r of _BM words

that IOCSI3 has read (NPRE words) is multipled by three to obtain

the number of two-digit words_

CALL BCD (NPRE, NPRE3, PRE, IDPRE,2) separates NPRE raw BCD

data words (the PRE array) into NPRE3 two-digit words which are then

placed into the IDPRE array_ The last argument defines the number

of digits comprising each output word (from BCD, in the IDPRE array)°

CALL COPY) (IDPRE, NPRE3) causes data to be written onto the

Fortran tape as described in Section 6_2_)_

CALL PRELIM (IDPRE, NPRE) writes the alphabetic data that

i_ coded in PRE_ Refer to Section 6_2_3 for an explanation of

PREL iM,

The number of channels )n use INCIU) equals the fourth digit

pair entered by the Computer Format Control Buffe_' thumbwheel

switches°

The seven statements that follow are comment cards which are

I
i

i,
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ignored by the computer, but which aid the programmer.

CALL READ (LABEL6, N6, $60) reads the second record from the

input tape and stores the N6 IBM words into the LABEL6 array°

CALL BCD (N6, N6, LABEL6, ID6, 6) processes the N6 IBM words

contained in the LABEL6 array and stores the N6 output words into

the ID6 array° Six equals the number of digits per output word°

CALL COPY1 (ID6, N6) writes record two onto the Fortran tape,

and CALL PTRANS (ID6, N6) writes data to describe sensing devices.

The five cards from CALL READ (LABEL4, ooo) to CALL THERM

(ID4, N4X) perform functions on record three that are analogous to

the operations described in the preceeding three paragraphs° In the

program being considered, record three describes thermocouples

employed by the experiment° The output array length from BCD is now

one and one-half times larger than the input array since a 12-digit

number is separated into three four-digit numbers° Each IBM word

(6 digits) becomes one and one-half output words; therefore, the

N4X = N4 * 3/2 equation is necessary°

CALL READ (IDSC, NS, $60) reads a record of IoDo data con-

taining the slope, intercept, standard deviation, and maximum

deviation obtained from pressure transducer calibration data°

DO 2 I=1, NS and 2 SCF(1) = SC(1) change the fixed point

SC array to a floating point array called SCF_

Statements A(1) : SCF(1)/IO0000o through D(5) = SCF(20)/IO00.

place the decimal point of all data contained in the SCF array into
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the correct position I.

The format statement 500 and 510 are self-explanatory for

anyone famil Jar with Fortran°

READ (5,500) NICP reads an integer that defines the number

of iron-constantan thermocouple data pai_s to be read by the next

statement°

DO 555 I=l, NICP and 555 VlC(1) -- VIC(1) *200 scale the

voltages from the Pace thermocouple voltage-temperature data table

to conform with the digital system gain of 200 for thermocouple

data°

NDR equals the number of experimental data records that have

been read by IOCSl3o The next two format statements and the

2
WRITE statement are self-explanatoryo

lO00 NDR = NDR + l increases the number of data records prior

to reading the current record by means of: CALL READ (AREA, N,$60).

N equals the number of experimental data IBM words sensed by IOCSI3

and AREA is the array assigned to data from the present record°

2_

IoDo data consists of integers since decimal points cannot be

entered by thumbwheel switches on the Computer Format Control
Buffe ro

FORMAT (IHI) ejects a page so that the next printed data begins

on a new page°
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CALL UNPACK (AREA, TIME, MAP, N) unpacks the raw experimental

data AREA, returns the time word TIME, and returns the processed

experimental data to an array called MAP° Refer to Section 5°2.3 for

an explanation of the UNPACK subroutine°

NROW = N*2/NCIU calculates the number of rows contained in the

printed data array for the records I containing NCIU channels (or

columns of data)°

NN equals the number of unpacked data words in the present

record. N-l equals the total number of packed words minus the time

word° 2
Since two data samples are packed into one IBM word, (N-I)

is multiplied by two.

The output from UNPACK consists of the array, MAP (I) through

MAP(NN). Consider the case in which 20 channels have been employed

for recording data. MAP(1) equals the first sample of channel one

data, and MAP(Z1) equals the second sample of data from channel one.

The nine cards, Ml=O through II2CONTINUE separate data into

a double subscripted array according to channel number (first

subscript) and row number (second subscript)° Consider the present

1. A11 experimental records contain the same number of words for

any one recordingo

2o The time code generator output requires one complete IBM word.
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record to consist of a table with 20 columns and NROW rows, where

an arbitrary element is denoted by OUT(i,i)o MAP(1) equals OUT(l,l),

MAP(20) equals OUT(20,1), MAP(21) equals OUT (1,2), and MAP(40)

equals OUT (20,2)°

After executing the first four cards in this nine card group,

Ml equals one, I equals one, and K equals one° The DO 66 loop is

executed with Ml and I equal to one, while K advances (in increments

of l) from l to NN/(NCIU-I), and II advances from 1 to NN(in increments

of NCIU)o This DO loop collects all the data from channel one, OUT

(I,I), OUT(I,2), OUT(I,3), ooo Note that OUT(I,1) : MAP(1), OUT

(1,2) = MAP(21), and OUT(I,3) : MAP(41)o OUT (I,K) = OUT (I,K)/IO00o

places the decimal point into the proper position since it

is located at the extreme right for integerslo

After completing the DO 66 loop once, I equals two, Ml equals

two, and K again equals one_ The DO 66 loop is again entered and

the following definitions are made: OUT(2,1) : MAP(2), OUT (2,2) =

MAP (22), OUT (2,3) : MAP (42), OUT (2,11) : MAP (202), etc. The

above procedure is repeated until all data a_e t_a_#_"_ed

into the OUT array°

WRITE (2) TIME writes the time word associated with the

present record onto the Fortran tape° The group of instructions from

o All data consists of four decimal digits since the data

acquisition equipment is a four decimal digit system° Actual

voltages range from o001 to 90999; therefore, the division

by lO00 is necessary°
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FIRST= I to statement number 60 call subroutines that transform the

voltage units of the OUT array into engineering units for channels

from FIRST to LAST°

GO TO lO00 transfers to a statement that increases the

number of data records by one and the program then continues to

read the next record. The statements from lO00 to GO TO lO00 are

executed until a non-standard return transfers control to statement

number 60 (when a file mark is encountered)°

Format statement 61 and its associated WRITE statement print

a message when the non-standard return has been executed°

The remainder of the main program prints the data that has

been written on the Fort_ran tape° REWIND 2 rewinds the Fortran

tape (output tape) in preparation for tape reading°

The four CALL COPY2 statements read the four ID records and

print the data on paper° NR equals the number of data records

that have been read from the output tape° Data records are read

until NR equals NDR, the last data record in the present file.

The three WRITE statements following instruction number 65

are self-explanatoryo The TIME word is then read, and the first

record of data, now in engineering units, is read from the output

tape and stored into the EUNITS array by means of the following

DO-1 oop:

ll

DO II J : l, NCIU

READ(2) (EUNITS (J,K), K = l, NROW)
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CALL WREU(EUNITS,NCIU, N, TIME) writes one record of data,

the EUNITSarray, as described in Section 6o2oi0o Statements from

number65 to IF (NR .LT. NDR)GOTO65 are executed until NRequals

NDR,which indicates that all data havebeen read and printed° A

file mark is then written onto the output tape, and it is rewound for

removal from the IBM tape reader°

The main program described above was employed for several

experimental tests at the Combustion Research Laboratory° Several

minor alterations were madeon the main program to meet the require-

ments of particular tests; however, no changes in the subroutines

were necessary° Altering the main program appears to be the only

revision that is necessary when conducting a series of similar

experiments.

6o2.12 Program Control

Of the first five cards in the main program, only the $$$TAPE

card is unfamiliar to most Fortran programmers° The other four cards

are standard control statements° The contents of the $$TAPEcard are

printed for the 7094 operator before execution of the program° One

option on this card defines the identification label that appears on

the tape reel (JPC EECO TAPE NUI_BER l) for the 7094 operator since he

must mount the tape onto the computer° The RING OUT option tells the

operator to remove the plastic ring, thereby preventing data from
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being written onto the tape and destroying the present contents.

HIGH specifies the packing density employed and SAVE indicates that

the reel is to be returned to the programmer. A computer program

block diagram illustrating the calling order for subroutines appears

in Figure 22.

M

A

I

N

_-------I_IOCSI3J to open and read

--_4_PRELIM I

----5_IOCSI3! to read

_7_ loop

_8_THERM and/or PTRANS

.............................. _LiN_]
_9_IOCSl31 tn r_d

_IO_UNPACKJ _loop

_ll_PSIG and/or TABLE (or LINEAR)_

_-----12_I0CS131 to close

_14_ loop

Figure 22° Computer Program Block Diagram
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7. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTS

Five test firings of a rocket engine were conducted at the

Combustion Research Laboratory° All instrumentation devices were

used to record data from the experiments and to test the operation

of recording devices. The computer output sheets in Appendix D

are samples of the identification and experimental data that are

recorded.

The first identification data record is written by the PRELIM

subroutine. IoDo records 2 and 3 are written by THERM and PTRANS,

respectively°

Experimental data consisted of temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit

(channels l through 7) sensed by iron-constantan thermocouples which

were placed at 7 positions about the circumference of the rocket engine

nozzle throat and at varying depths° The differences in the recorded

temperatures result from the junction location°

Channels 8, 12, and 13 are vacant on the digital subsystem;

therefore, zero is indicated. Channels 9 through II recorded chamber

pressure data in psig.

Channels 14 through 16 are records of ambient temperatures at

various positions in the test cell (OF) which have been measured by

Rosemount temperature sensors.

L
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Channels 17 through 20 are outputs from Potter flowmeter

equipment. Since the flowmeters were not required for the five

experiments conducted, a constant frequency signal of 250 cps was

employed as input.

Data from all recording devices correlated satisfactorily.

The Digital subsystem printout contains data from one record

(about 0.065 seconds duration). The sample record selected occurred

when the engine reached a steady burning rate.
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8. CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

The data acquisition system has been utilized during several

experimental rocket engine test firings° The data obtained satis-

factorily described the experiments being conducted and yielded

complete and accurate records. In addition to the digital system

output, which is presented in Appendix D, oscillograph, strip chart

and analog tape records are also available. These test firings

demonstrated the great potential which is characteristic of this

data acquisition system and indicated that more sophisticated ex-

periments can be undertaken at the Jet Propulsion Center, partially

as a result of the instrumentation facilities and programming

flexibility described herein°

The curve fitting computer programs have been tested with

experimental calibration data to determine the most effective

manner of utilizing these programs° The major requirement of

calibration results was to obtain better than 0.5% overall accuracy.

Several different calibration procedures were tested; however, those

presented in this paper were the most effective°
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8.2 Recommendations

A continuing program to assess the long-term accuracy of the

data system is recommended. In addition to the previous discussions

concerning calibration, a suggested approach to accomplish the

accuracy assessment program is to perform an end to end calibration

and use this data, along with single point calibration data, to

evaluate experimental results until another end to end calibration

is performed.

After performing the second end to end calibration, consider

all calibration data in the latest calibration curve determination,

with the most recent end to end data unadjusted and the least

recent adjusted for bias by means of single point calibration data.

When enough end to end calibration datahave been collected (approxi-

mately 20 data samples per calibration point), a true statistical

evaluation of the calibration data could be performed° After deter-

mining the type of statistical model that describes the data (Poisson,

Binominal, Gaussian, or other_ the Gaussian standard deviation can be

replaced by another approximation based on the latest analysis.

Computer programs were tested with both single and double

precision I. Results indicated that single precisionwasgenerally

I • Double precision retains 17 significant figures during calculations

rather than the usual nine figures. If calculations such as the

difference between I00,000,025 and I00,000,020 occur during a

program, then double precision should be employed.
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satisfactory; however, if data contains extremely large and small

numbers I, then double precision should be employed.

At present, the data from an experiment is written, in

engineering units, onto paper and onto magnetic tape. The existing

computer programs for the data acquisition system are in the form

of punched computer cards. In the future, as additional computer

programs are written for performing calculations with the recorded

data, the input card deck may become quite large. When the input

program becomes large enough to justify transferring it onto mag-

netic tape, this should be done unless frequent program changes

are anticipated.

As the personnel at the Jet Propulsion Center become better

acquainted with the data processing approaches described in this

paper, program simplifications may be possible. The author is

presently investigating the possibility of using Fortran to accom-

plish some of the programming tasks that are now written in MAP.

With the experience gained by the detailed understanding of

computer operations that are required by MAP programming, writing

]

11
i

I • Extremely large or small refers to cases in which the difference

between two numbers is greater than 9 significant figures. If

all data from one variable are the same order of magnitude (i.e.,
X = n*102, Y = n*lO-7; n = 0,1,2,3,...,9), a better approach

is to scale the data by multiplying all values of Y by 107

rather than employing double precision since more computer time

and programming effort is required by double precision.
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i

p

I

some MAP subroutines in Fortran may be possible, which would greatly

aid the future utilization of this system°

Computer program alterations are necessary if on line processing

capability is added to the data acquisition system° On line pro-

cessing offers many advantages which justifies purchase of the

required equipment when the proper University computer facilities

become available. To accomplish the on line processing, a computer

input station must be installed at the Jet Propulsion Center which

includes an input typewriter, tape reader, and transmission line

between the computer center and the Combustion Research Facility°
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APPENDIX A

GLOSSARY OF PSEUDO-OPERATIONS

OPERATION

ENTRY

RETURN

END

CALL

SXA

(

VARIABLE

FIELD

( )

Y,T

This defines an entry point of a
MAP subroutine. This is used

when a subroutine can be entered

at several locations, depending

on the calling sequence used in

the calling program.

Commands the computer to return

control from the subroutine (or

entry point of the subroutine)

defined by the name contained
in the variable field of this card.

This defines the end of a map

program or subroutine. It must

be the last card in the program

deck, unless data is ready by
the program, in which case the

$DATA card and data follow
the END card°

CALL requests the computer to
transfer control to a subroutine

defined by the name written in
the variable field°

Store Index in Address, stores

the contents of index register T
into the address portion of location

Yo Positions S, 1-20 of Y are

unchanged°
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OPERATION

AXT

SAVE

VARIABLE

FIELD

Y,T

CLA Y,T

STZ Y,T

STD Y,T

A,B,C,...

Address to Index True, stores the

contents of Y in index register T.

If desired, the Y may be a variable,
a number or **. The ** is re-

placed by the address portion of

the following command; which must
preceed this AXT statement:

(STA NAME). NAME is written

in the name field of the AXT

ins tructi On o

The SAVE instruction saves the con-

tents of index registers A,B,C,o..

upon entering a subroutine. SAVE

is generally the first instruction

of a MAP program; therefore, use

of index registers A,B,C,.o.

by the program will not destroy

index register contents in the pre-
vious subroutine°

Clear and Add° Clear the entire

accumulator, then add the contents

of Y (bits S, 1-35) to the accumu-

latoro Modification by an index
register is optional I.

Store Zero° This instructio_ stores

zero bits into location Y; i.e., it

effectively clears locations 1-35

of Y and sets the sign to +o

Store Decrement stores the decrement

portion (binary positions 3-17)
of the accumulator into the decrement
of location Y.

I. If T follows Y in the variable field, this indicates that

modification by an index register is possible.
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OPERATION

STO

STQ

STA

SLW

ARS

ALS

LGL

LGR

VARIABLE

FIELD

Y,T

Y,T

Y,T

Y,T

N

N

N

Store° This instruction stores the

contents of the accumulator (positions

S, 1-35) into respective positions of
location Yo

Store MQo This instruction places

contents of the MQ register
into location Yo

Store Address stores the address

po-o-rt-Ton(positions 21-35) of the

accumulator into respective locations
of Yo Other positions of Y and all

positions of the accumulator are

unchanged°

Store Logical Word stores the con-
tents of the accumulator (positions

p, 1-35) into location Yo The

contents of the AC and position S

of Y are unchanged°

Accumulator Right Shift shifts the
contents of t--h"eac_ator to

the right by N binary locations°

Bits shifted past 35 are lost and
bits vacated are filled with zeros°

The sign position is unchanged

and bits shifted from Q enter P,

and bits from P enter position I.

Accumulator Left Shift:

to ARSo
Anal ogous

Logical Left Shift treats the con-

tents.of t-h-6accumulator (posi-

tions Q, P, 1-35) and the contents

of the MQ register (positions S,

1-35) as one register° The contents

of the AC and MQ are shifted left by

N binary locations, and the sign of

the AC is unchanged° Bits move from

the MQ to ACo

Logical Right Shift° Similar to LGL
except th-e contents are shifted to the

right° Bits move from AC to MQo
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RQL

ZAC

XCA

TRA

TZE

TNZ

TIX

VARIABLE

FIELD

Y

Y

Y

Y,T,D,
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Rotate MQ Left° The contents of the

MQ are shifted left by N binary

positions° Position S enters

position 35; therefore, the register
becomes a circular one from which

no bits are lost.

Zero the Accumulatoro This command

completely clears the accumulator.
The variable field must be vacant.

Exchange Accumulator and MQo The
contents of the accumulator and

the MQ register are exchanged bit
for bit (bits S,I-35)o

Transfer° Causes an unconditional

transfer to the location cited in

the variable field°

Transfer on Zeroo If the Accumu-

lator contains zero, the computer
takes its next instruction from Yo

Otherwise, the next sequential
instruction is executed.

Transfer on No Zeroo If the con:

tents of the accumulator (Q, P,

1-35) are not zero, the computer
takes its next instruction from

location Yo Otherwise, the next

sequential instruction is
executed.

Transfer on Index° If the contents

of index register T are greater than
D, then D is subtracted from the

index register and the computer
takes its next instruction from

location Yo If the contents of

the specified index register are

less than or equal to D, the

computer executes the next sequential
instruction°
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OPERATION

TXI

TSX

PZE

ADD

SUB

LDQ

BSS

VARIABLE

FI ELD

Y,T,D

( )

( )

N

N

Y

N

Transfer With Index Incremented.

The decrement is added to the con-

tents of the specified index regis-

ter, and the computer executes
instruction Yo

Transfer and Set Index is used in

conjunction wlth varl-able field in-
formation to transfer control to

another location or to a basic
machine subroutinemo

Plus Zero has no use by itself°

It is-used with tape reading commands

such as fORT which will be discussed

shortly°

Add N to the contents of the accu-

mu--uTatoro The sum is stored in

the accumulator.

Subtract N from the contents of the

accumulator° The result is stored

in the accumulatoro

Load M(lo This instruction places
the contents of Y into the MQ.

The contents of Y are unchanged.

Block Startin 9 with Symbol° This
Tnstruction provides locations

for an array of N variables. A

name must be assigned, beginning

in column lo This is analogous
to a "dimension" statement in

Fortran°

• A basic machine subroutine is one that has been written to perform

some function that is frequently requested by programmers, such as

a read or write routine. The average programmer has no reason to

concern himself with them except to know the available subroutines

and request their use.
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OPERATION

BCl

FILE

fORT

CLA*

VARIABLE

FIELD

N,( )

N,, _

N,4

Binary Code Information° This

MAP pseudo-operation provides

the programmer with the capability

of writing alphanumeric informa-
tion in Fortran° A name must be

assigned. Any Ho_lerithfield data

may be written within the paren-
theses. N equals one sixth of the

total number of characters and

spaces following the comma.

The FILE pseudo-operation enables

a programmer to specify input and

output file requirements for tape

reading and writing. There are

approximately 30 options that may
be written within the parentheses.

The options employed by the Com-

bustion Research Facility programs
are described in Section 5o2.1.

For a detailed description of all

available options see References
2 and 7o

IORT is an IOCS (Input/Output

Control System) transmitting

command that follows a TSX,

PZE, PZE 3-card sequence which

reads one record of a magnetic
tape° The tape data is stored

in the locations N through N + n
where n+l is the number of words

read° After reading the record,

the ** (the decrement position,

bits 3 to 17) is replaced by n+lo

Clear and Add Indirectly° Th@ *
indicates _irect addressing'.

I •

Indirect addressing means that a command deals with the contents
of the contents of a 1ocationo Where CLAN indicates clear

and add the contents of location N, CLA* N means clear and add the

contents of the contents of location No This process is used for

transferring data into and from a MAP program°
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OPERATION

VARIABLE

FIELD

CLA* (continued)

STO N,4

In the programs that concern this

report, the instruction is used

to transfer data from a calling

program argument to a MAP sub-

routine. Index register 4 is

always used for the transfer

process. N equals the calling

statement argument number plus

2o For the second argument, N

would equal 4. This comand would
transfer the value of the second

argument of the CALL statement to

the subroutine containing

CLA* N,4.

Store, Indirectly° This is similar
to--6-_TO*oThe contents of the

accumulator are transferred to the

calling program in this case. Index

register 4 is again used and the

manner of selecting N is identical
with the above.
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APPENDIXB

MAPSUBROUTINES

$1BMAP
INI

OPEN

READ

GO

WC

SVI

OUTPUT

IOCSl3
FILE
ETC
ENTRY
ENTRY
ENTRY
SAVE
TSX
PZE
RETURN
SXA
TSX
PZ£
PZE
IORT
CLA
STZ
STD
CLA
ARS
STO
STA

AXT

AXT

AXT

CLA

ADD

STA

CLA

STO

TXI

TIX

CLA

STA

CLA

lOCSl3

INPUTF ILE,A (l) ,INPUT,BLK=200, HIGH, BIN ,800,MOUNT,
HOLD

OPEN

READ

EFF

4

.OPEN,4
INl

OPEN

SVl ,4

.READ,4

INl ,,EOB

EOF, ,ERR

DATAI, ,**
*-]

DECR

DECR

DECR

18

N

WC

1000,2

**,4
3,4
N

OUTPUT

DATAI +1000,2

*'*jl

*+l ,2,-I

*-3,] ,l

4,4
COUNT

N



COUNT STO **
HOME TRA l ,4
EOB PZE **
EOF XEC SVI

TRA 5,4

ERR

SV2

EFF

DECR

N

DATA1

111.

160

EXECUTE THE SVI CARD

TRANSFER TO LOCATION CITED IN 3RD,

ARG. OF CALL

SXA SV2,4

CALL .FWRD. (.UN06. ,iiI. )

TSX .FCNV. ,4

TSX .FFIL. ,4

AXT **,4
TRA GO

SAVE 4

TSX .CLOSE ,4
PZE INI

RETURN EFF

BSS 1
BSS 1
BSS 200

BCl 3,(lOH WARNING )
END

NOTE

A * in the first column of a MAP instruction specifies

a comment card. A11 information contained on this card

is ignored by the con_}uter.
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BCD

$1BMAP

BCD

BEGIN

START

LOOP

BCD

SAVE

CLA*

STO

STA

AXT

CLA*

STO

STA

STA

AXT

CLA

ADD

STA

CLA

STO

TXI

TIX

CLA

ADD

STA

CLA*

STO

STA

CLA

SUB

XCA

MPY

STQ
CLA

STA

AXT

AXT

AXT

AXT

LDQ
AXT

AXT

STZ

ZAC

LGL

STQ

3,4

LENGTH
*+I

4,4
LOUT
OCOUNT

BEGIN

200,2

5,4
LENGTH

*+l

_m 1

1,2,3,4,5,6,7

GET IST, ARGUMENT VALUE
INPUT ARRAY LENGTH

INPUT ARRAY SIZE COUNTER

GET VALUE OF 2ND, ARGUMENT

STORE OUTPUT ARRAY LENGTH

SET OUTPUT ARRAY SIZE COUNTER,XR2

FIRST USE XR2 AS MAX. INPUT ARRAY CTR°

GET ADDRESS(LOCATION) OF ARG. 3

INCREASE SIZE OF ARG. l

STORE ADDRESS OF ARG. l

ADD FIRST ARGo TO AC

AREAl+200,2 STORE FIRST ARGUMENT

*+l ,2,-I

*-3,1 ,I

6,4
LOUT

OUT

7,4

DIGITS

START

DIGITS

=I

=3

CONTRL

CONTRL

START+I

600,7

6,6

GET ANOTHER INPUT VALUE

GET ADDRESS OF ARG.4

FORM ADDRESS OF OUTPUT DATA

STORE ADDRESS OF OUTPUT DATA

GET NUMBER OF DIGITS IN EACH OUTPUT

WORD

THIS CONTROLS THE MULTIPLICATION SECTION

200,2

AREAl+200,2 LOAD ONE INPUT WORD

**,3 DIGITS COUNTER

**,5 CONTROLS MULT SECTION
TEMP2

MAX. OUTPUT ARRAY COUNT

PREVENTS LOADING OF 2ND, INPUT

WORD TOO SOON

MAX. INPUT ARRAY COUNT

6

TEMPI
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STO
SUB
TZE
LDQ

MULTPY TRA

MULT MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

ENTER ADD

ZERO TXI

STO

LDQ
TIX

TXI

LDQ
AXT

PASS TI X

STO

TXI

TIX

OCOUNT AXT

AXT

CLA

OUT STO

TXI

TIX

RETURN

TEMP3

=lO

ENTER

TEMP3 LOAD SUBJECT INTO MQ
MULT+I5,5 MULTIPLY SUBJECT BY I00000

=lO00OO OR lO000, OR I000, OR lO0,

ENTER

=I0000

ENTER

=lO00

ENTER

=lOO

ENTER

=10

OR I0, OR I.

EXCHANGE C(MQ) AND C(AC)WWITH XCA
COMMAND SINCE THE PRODUCT OF MULT

WILL BE IN THE MQ. WE WANT TO ADD
THE PREVIOUSLY PROCESSED DIGITS,

C(TEMP2), TO THE PRESENT SUBJECT;

THEREFORE, PLACE THE SUBJECT INTO
THE ACCUMULATOR BY EXECUTING THE

XCA COMMAND (EXCHANGE C(MQ) AND

C(MQ).

ENTER

=l

TEMP2

*+1,5,-3
TEMP2

TEMPI

PASS,6,1

*+1,2,-I

AREAl+200,2

6,6

LOOP,3,1

ID+600,7

*+1,7,-I

START,I,I

**,2 .,,
600,7

ID+600,7

**,2

*+I,7,-1

*-3,2,1
BCD

ADD PREVIOUS PROCESSED DATA TO SUBJECT

DECREASE XR5, MULT COUNTER, BY l
STORE PROCESSED DATA TEMPORARILY

LOAD UNPROCESSED DATA

GET ANOTHER WORD FOR PROCESSING

TRANSFER PROCESSED DATA FROM

BCD SUBROUTINE TO MAIN PROGRAM

TAXI TO LOOP; DECREASE XR3 BY l

STORE PROCESSED DATA



AREAl

ID

TEMPI

TEMP2

TEMP3

LENGTH

LOUT

DIGITS

CONTRL

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

END

300

600

I

l

1

1

1

1

1

163
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UNPACK

$1BMAP MAP3
UNPACK SAVE

CLA*

STO

STA

AXT

STA

AXT

CLA

ADD

STA

CLA

STO

TXI

TIX

AXT

AXT

1,3,5,7,2,6

6,4 GET VALUE OF LAST ARGUMENT
LENGTH

*+l STORE VALUE OF LAST ARG. INTO ** BELOW

**,6
COUNT

1031,7

3,4 GET IST. ARG. OF CALL STATEMENT

LENGTH
*+l STORE ADDRESS INTO NEXT INSTRUCTION

**,6 ** IS REPLACED BY ADDRESS OF ABOVE INSTR.

AREA2+I031,7

*+1,7,-I

*-3,6,1 DECREASE C(XR6) BY l & GO BACK 3 CARDS

I031,7

2060,2

COUNT AXT

START AXT

AXT

STZ

LDQ
LOOP ZAC

LGL

STQ
STO
SUB

TZE

LDQ
MULIPY TRA

MULT MPY

XCA
TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

MPY

XCA

SPLIT OUT ZERO'S AND PROCESS HEADER ID DATA

**,6

6,3 INITIALIZE

15,5 INITIALIZE
TEMP2 TEMP2 = STORAGE FOR PROCESSED DATA

AREA2+I031,7 LOAD I IBM WORD
CLEAR ACCUMULATOR

6 SHIFT IST. 2 OCTAL DIGITS (THE SUBJECT) INTO AC.

TEMPI STORE REMAINDER OF MQ DATA
TEMP3 STORE THE SUBJECT

=lO TEST FOR AN IBM ZERO

ENTER IF SUBJECT IS AN IBM O, BYPASS MULTPY

TEMP3 LOAD SUBJECT INTO MQ

MULT+I5,5 MULTIPLY SUBJECT BY lO0,O00, OR IO,O00

=100000 OR l,O00, OR lO0, OR lO, OR l

ENTER

=10000

ENTER

=lO00

ENTER

=lO0

EXCHANGE C(MO) AND C(AC) SINCE THE

PRODUCT OF MULT WILL BE IN THE MQ.
WE WANT TO ADD THE PREVIOUSLY

PROCESSED DIGITS, C(TEMP2), TO THE SUBJECT,
THEREFORE PLACE SUBJECT INTO AC. BY

EXECUTING XCA, EXCHANGE C(MQ) AND C(AC).

ENTER

=lO

L
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ENTER

ZERO

SORT

MINUS1

PLUSI

LAST

MINUS2

PLUS2

TRA

MPY

XCA

TRA

ADD

TXI

STO

LDQ
TIX

STO

TXI

TXI

LDQ
ZAC

LGL

TZE

ZAC

LGL

SUB

STO

TRA

LGL

STO

ZAC

TXI

LGL

TZE

ZAC

LGL

SUB

STO

TRA

LGL

STO

ENTER

=l

ENTER

TEMP2

*+1,5,-3

TEMP2

TEMPI

LOOP,3,1
TIME

*+1,6,-I

*+1,7,-I

AREA2+I031,7

ADD PREVIOUSLY PROCESSED DATA TO

PRESENT SUBJECT

DECREASE XR5, MULT COUNTER, BY l

STORE PROCESSED DATA TEMPORARILY

LOAD UNPROCESSED DATA

TAXI TO LOOP, DECREASE XR3 BY I
STORE FINAL PROCESSED WORD

3 SHIFT SIGN INDICATION INTO AC

PLUS1 IF DATA IS +, C(AC)=O, GO TO PLUSl

IF DATA IS -, THIS INSTR. IS FOLLOWED

15 SHIFT MAGNITUDE OF DATA INTO AC.
=037777

DATA+2060,2
LAST UNPACK LAST HALF OF DATA WORD

15 SHIFT MAGNITUDE OF DATA INTO AC.

DATA+2O60,2
CLEAR THE ACCUMULATOR

*+l,2,-l
3 SHIFT SIGN INDICATOR INTO ACCUMULATOR

PLUS2 IF DATA IS +, C(AC)=O, GO TO PLUS2

IF DATA IS -, THIS WILL BE FOLLOWED

15 SHIFT MAGNITUDE OF DATA INTO AC.

=037777

DATA+2060,2
REPEAT ALTER XR'S AND UNPACK ANOTHER NUMBER

15 SHIFT MAGNITUDE OF DATA INTO AC.

DATA+2060,2
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REPEM

OUT
COUNT2

OUTI

TIME
TEMPI
TEMP2
TEMP3
ID
AREA2
DATA
LENGTH
LGTH

TXI
TXI

TIX

CLA

STA

CLA

SUB

XCA

ZAC

MPY

XCA
STO

STA
CLA

ADD

STA

CLA

STO

AXT

AXT

CLA

STO

TXI

TIX

RETURN

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

BSS

END

*+1,7,-I

*+l ,2,-l

SORT,6,1

4,4

OUT

LENGTH

=l

=2

LGTH

COUNT2

5,4

LGTH

OUTI

TIME

"k'A"3

2060,2

DATA+2060,2

_.Ik13

*+l ,2,-I

*-3,3,1
UNPACK

2

l

l

1

6

1031

2060

l

I

DECREASE C(XR6) BY I AND GO TO SORT

PUT SUBJECT INTO MQ
CLEAR AC

MULTIPLY BY 2
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APPENDIX C

FORTRAN SUBROUTINES

COPY1

$1BFTC

101
12

SUB1
SUBROUTINE COPY1 (L,N)
DIMENSION L (80)

FORMAT (lHI )

FORMAT (2X,618)

WRITE(6,12) (L(J), J = l,N)

WRITE(2) (L(J), J = I,N)
RETURN

END
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COPY2

$1BFTC

1
11

SUB2

SUBROUTINE COPY2 (L,N)

DIMENSION L (80)

FORMAT(I H1)
FORMAT (2X, 618)

READ (2) (L(J), J = l,N)

WRITE (6,11) (L(J) , J = I,N)
RETURN

END
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PRELIM

$IBFTC

9999

I000

SUB3

SUBROUTINE PRELIM (ID,N)

INTEGER ID(200)

FORMAT (lHI )
FORMAT (SX,6HDATE ,12,1H/,12,1H/,I2,//)

WRITE(6,10OO) ID(1), ID(2), ID(3)

C

C

C

C..... ID(4) = NUMBER OF CHANNELS
C

C

C

C..... ID(5) = RUN TYPE, EXPERIMENTAL OR CALIBRATION

IF (ID(5) .EQ. 0 ) WRITE (6,10)

IF (ID(5) .EQ. l ) WRITE (6,11)

lO FORMAT(SX, 16HEXPERIMENTAL RUN//)

II FORMAT(SX,16H CALIBPJ_TION RUN//)

C

C

C

C ..... ID(6) = COOLING DESIGNATION
IF (ID(6) .EQo 0 ) WRITE(6,20)

IF (ID(6) .EQo l ) WRITE(6,21)

IF (ID(6) .EQ. 2 ) WRITE(6,22)

IF (ID(6) .EQ. 3 ) WRITE(B,23)

20 FORMAT( 5X, lOH UNCOOLED //)

21 FORMAT(5X, 12H FILM COOLED //)

22 FORMAT(5X, 21HTRANSPIRATION COOLING //)

23 FORMAT(sx, 21H REGENERATIVE COOLING //)

C..... ID(7) = FUEL TYPE

IF (ID(7) oEQ. O) WRITE(6,30)

IF (ID(7) .EQ. l)WRITE(6,31)

IF (ID(7) .EQ. 2) WRITE(6,32)

IF (ID(7) .EQo 3)WRITE(B,33)

30 FORMAT (5X, 5H UDMH //)

3] FORMAT(5X, lOH HYDRAZINE //)

32 FORMAT(5X,4H LH2 //)

33 FORMAT( 5X, 5H A-50 /)
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C
C
C
C .....ID(8) --OXIDIZER TYPE

IF (ID(8) .EQ. 0 ) WRITE(6,40)

IF (ID(8) .EQ. l ) WRITE(6,41)

IF (ID(8) .EQ. 2 ) WRITE(6,42)

40 FORMAT (5X, 19H NITROGEN TETROXIDE

41 FORMAT (5X, 4H LOX //)

42 .FORMAT (5X, 4H AIR //)
C

C

C

C ..... ID(9) - OPERATOR

IF (ID(9) .EQ. l )

IF (ID(9) .EQ. 2 )

IF (ID(9) .EQ. 3 )

IF (ID(9) .EQ. 4 )

WRITE(6,1 )

WRI TE(6,2)

WRITE(6,3)

WRITE(6,4)

l FORMAT (5X, 15HR. L. STRICKLER ///)

2 FORMAT (5X, 15HT. W. CARPENTER ///)

3 FORMAT (5X, ISH C. M. EHRESMAN ///)

4 FORMAT (5X, 12H C. A. BRYCE ///)

RETURN

END

II)
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THERM

$1BFTC SUB4

SUBROUTINE THERM (ID, N)

INTEGER ID (60)

l FORMAT (5X, I4,2X,2OHFOUR CHARACTER WORDS //)

2 FORMAT (5X, 12HTHERMOCOUPLE ,2X,18)

3 FORMAT (5X, 18HTEMPERATURE RANGE ,2X,14,3H

l TO ,2X,14//)

4 FORMAT (IHl)

WRITE (6,1) N

WRITE (6,2) ID(1)

WRITE (6,3) ID(2), ID(3)

WRITE (6,2) ID(4)

WRITE (6,3) ID(5), ID(6)

WRITE (6,2) ID(7)

WRITE (6,3) ID(8), ID(9)
RETURN

END

(A sample computer output page, Table D2, appears is Appendix Do)
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PTRANS

$1BFTC SUB5

SUBROUTINE PTRANS (ID,N)

INTEGER ID(40)
4 FORMAT (IHI )

l FORMAT (5x,In,ZOH SIX CHARACTER WORDS

WRITE (6,1) N

I0 FORMAT (5X,IOHTRANSDUCER ,2X,18 )

11 FORMAT (5X,14HMAX. PRESSURE ,2X,18//)

WRITE (6,10) ID(1)

WRITE (6,11) ID(2)

WRITE (6,10) ID(3)

WRITE (6,11) ID(4)

WRITE (6,10) ID(5)

WRITE (6,11) ID(6)
RETURN

END

II)

(A sample con_outer output page, Table D3, appears in Appendix D.)
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PIF3

$IBFTC
CPIF3

C

C

SUB6

FUNCTION PIF3 (X,XLIST,N,FLIST)

DIMENSION XLIST(IO0), FLIST(IO0)

DIMENSION XLIST(IO0), FLIST(IO0)

BLI (QOOOFL ,QO0! FL ,QOO2#:L,QOO3FL ,QOO4FL ) =

1((QOOl FL-QOOOFL)* QOO3FL-
2QOO4FL )/(QOO2FL-QO01 FL )+QOO3FL)

IF(X-XLIST(N)) 2,l,l
I I:N-I

K=l

GO TO 30

2 IF (X-XLIST(1)) 4,4,3
4 I=l

K=I

GO TO 30

3 DO 6 I=l,N

IF (X-XLIST(1))7,7,6
6 CONTINUE

I=N

7 I=I-l

IF((I+I)-N) 11,5,11

11 IF (I-l) 30,5,24
5K=2

GO TO 30

24 K=3

30 BLIFI = BLI (X,XLIST(I) ,XLIST(I+I ),FLIST(I ),FLIST(I+I ))

lO IF(K-I) 23,23,12
23 PIF3 =BLIFI

RETURN

12 IF((I+2)-N) 13,13,16

13 IF((I-I)-I) 14,15,15
14 L= I+2

GO TO 17

15 L=I+2

GO TO 17

16 L=I-l

17 BLIF2 = BLI(X,XLIST(1),XLIST(L),FLIST(1),FLIST(L))

BLIF3 = BLI (X, XLIST(I+I ),XLIST(L) ,BLIFI ,BLIF2)

IF (K-2) 19,19,27
19 PIF3 = BLIF3

RETURN

PIF3001

PIF3002

PIF3003

PIF3004

PIF3005

PIF3006

PIF3007

PIF3008

PIF3009

PIF3010

PIF3011

PIF3012

PIF3013

PIF3014

PIF3015

PIF3016

PIF3017

PIF3018

PIF3019

PIF3020

PIF3021

PIF3022

PIF3023

PIF3024

PIF3025

PIF3026

PIF3027

PIF3028

PIF3029

PIF3030

PIF3031

PIF3032

PIF3033

PIF3034

PIF3035

PIF3036

PIF3037

PIF3038

PIF3039

PIF3040

PIF3041
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27 L=I-1

37 BLIF4 =BLI(X,XLIST(I),XLIST(L),FLIST(I),FLIST(L))
BLIF5=BLI(X,XLIST(I+I)XLIST(L),BLIF1,BLIF4)

21PIF3 _BLI(X,XLIST(I+2),XLIST(L),BLIF3,BLIF5)
RETURN
END

PIF3042

PIF3043

PIF3044

PIF3045

PIF3046

PIF3047
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TABLE

$1BFTC SUB7
SUBROUTINE TABLE (VOLT,NPTS,T,NROW,FIRST,LAST,

IOUT,L,M,TEMP_LL,MM)

REAL OUT(L,M), TEMP(LL,MM),VOLT(300), T(300)

INTEGER FIRST

DO l J = FIRST, LAST

DO I K = I, NROW

A = OUT(J,K)
I TEMP (j,K) = PIF3 (A, VOLT, NPTS, T)

DO II J = FIRST,LAST

II WRITE(2) (TEMP(J,K), K = I,NROW)
RETURN

END
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LINEAR

$IBFTCSUB8
C *
C *
C Y = A*X + B
C *
C *

DIMENSIONX(200), Y(200), XX(200), YY(200)
I FORMAT(15, 19)

44 READ(5,1) N , NBR
DO2 I= l,N

2 READ(5,3) X(1), Y(1)
3 FORMAT(2FlO.O)

WRITE(6,99)
99 FORMAT(IHI,//IOX,4HDATA, /I 8X,2HX , 8X, 2HY //)

DO 89 I - I, N

89 WRITE (6,79) X(1), Y(1)

79 FORMAT (3X, 2FI0.4)
444 READ (5,59) TEST

59 FORMAT (FIO.O)
TESTI = lO0. * TEST

NTEST = TESTI

C IF NTEST = O. THE PROG_M WILL LOOK FOR MORE

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

C THEREFORE A DATA CARD WITH TEST = O. MUST

C PRECEED THE SECOND SET OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

IF(NTEST .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 4400
8NN=N

YSUM = O.

DO4 I= I,N

4 YSUM- YSUM + Y(1)
XSUM = O.

DO 5 I = I,N

5 XSUM --XSUM + X(1)

C SINCE N, THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS, WILL BE USED FREQUENTLY AS

C A FLOATING POINT NUMBER, REDEFINE IT AS AN = N
AN= N

WRITE(6,IO0)

lO0 FORMAT (IHI )

69 FORMAT (8X,57HSOLVE THE NEXT 2 EQUATIONS FOR SLOPE, M, AND

IINTERCEPT, B )

WRITE (6,69)

I01 FORMAT(6X,FIO.4,4H = ,F8.2,5HM

WRITE(6,101) YSUM, XSUM, AN
XYSUM = O.

DO6 I= l,N

XY- X(1) * Y(1)

+ ,F8.2,1HB)
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6 XYSUM = XYSUM ÷ XY

XXSUM = O.

DO7 I = I,N

XX- X(1)*X(I)
7 XXSUM = XXSUM + XX

AA = XSUM / FLOAT(N)
C AM = SLOPE

C B = INTERCEPT

AM : (XYSUM-AA*YSUM)! (XXSUM-AA*XSUM)

B = (YSUM- XSUM*AM) / FLOAT(N)

I02 FORMAT (6X,FI2o4,2H = ,FI2o2,5HM + ,FI2.4,1HB////)

WRITE (6,102) XYSUM,XXSUM,XSUM

I03 FORMAT (6X,4HY : ,FI2o4,5HX + ,F12o4//)

WRITE (6,103) AM, B

EYSQ = Oo

DO9I=I,N

YCALC : AM * X(1) + B

EY : ABS (YCALC- Y(1))

C SUM THE SQUARES OF EPSILON-Y

9 EYSQ = EYSQ + EY*EY

SIGMAV : SQRT (EYSQ/(AN- 2°0))

C SIGMA : STANDARD ERROR FOR SLOPE, M

C SIGMAY : STANDARD ERROR FOR DEPENDENT VARIABLE, Y

SIGMA : SQRT ((AN*EYSQ)/((AN - 20)*(XXSUM*AN - XSUM*XSUM)))
104 FORMAT (9HSlGMAY = FIOo6,5X,IOHDIFF oLT. FlO.6///)

If04 FORMAT (9HSlGMA = FIOo6,5X,IOHDIFF oLTo FlO.6///)

WRITE (6,1104)SIGMA, TEST

WRITE (6,104) SIGMAY,TEST

144 FORMAT (8X, 5HYDATA, 8X,5HYCALC, 7X, 4HDIFF!/)
WRITE (6,144)
I:l

XX(1) : X(1)

YY(I) = Y(1)
J=I

11 IF ( I:oGTo NN ) GO TO 33

12 YCALC : AM * XX(J) + B

DIFF = ABS (YCALC - YY(J))

WRITE (6,300) YY(j), YCALC, DIFF

300 FORMAT (3X, 3F12o5)
I:I+l

IF (DIFF - TEST) I0,I0,20
lOJ=J+l

XX(J) : X(1)

YY(J) : Y(1)
GO TO II

C THROW OUT CURRENT DATA POINT

C DECREASE NUMBER PF DATA POINTS BY I
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C

20N=N-I

IF ( I .GT. NN ) GO TO 33

xx(J)-x(1)
YY(J) = Y(1)
GO TO 12

STORE X(I)

33 DO 13 I - I,N

Y(I)- YY(1)

13 X(I) -- XX(I)
I000 IF (N .EQ. NN) GO TO 444
I001 GO TO 8

4400 READ (5,2000) XPB, YPB

2000 FORMAT ( 2FI O.O)

YCOMP = AM * XPB + B

PBDIFF = YPB - YCOMP

WRITE (6,2001) NBR, AM, B

2001 FORMAT(3X,IOHTRANSDUCER,I8,2X,5H Y = ,FI2.4,6H X + ,F12.4/)

WRITE (6,2002) XPB, YPB, YCOMP, PBDIFF

2002 FORMAT(8X,4HX = ,Fg.4//,8X,4HY = F9.4//, 8X, 13HY,

ICOMPUTED = , F9.4//, 8X, 13HDIFFERENCE = ,F9.4///)
GO TO 44

STOP

END
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PSIG

$1BFTC SUB9
SUBROUTINEPSIG (NROW,FIRST, LAST, SLOPE,YINT, SIGMA,MAX

I DEV, TIME , OUT,L,M, PSI, LL, MM)
REALOUT(L,M), PSI(LL,MM)
REALMAXDEV
INTEGERFIRST , TIME
DOl J = FIRST, LAST
DOl K= l, NROW

I PSI(J,K) = OUT(J,K) * SLOPE+ YINT
4 FORMAT(IHl)

DOII J = FIRST, LAST
II WRITE(2) (PSI(J,K) , K = I,NROW)

RETURN
END
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WREU

$1BFTC SUBIO

SUBROUTINE WREU (OUT,L,M,NCIU,TIME)
INTEGER TIME.

DIMENSION OUT(L,M)

!966 FORMAT (IH!)

1967 FORMAT (/////)

WRITE (6,1966)

WRITE (6,1967)

NN = (N-l)*2

NROW = N*2/NCIU
NHALF = NCIU

IF (NCIU .GT. 10) NHALF = lO
C SUBSCRIPT I = CHANNEL NUMBER

C SUBSCRIPT 2 = ROW NUMBER OR DATA POINT NUMBER

WRITE (6,33) TIME
33 FORMAT (5X, 4HTIME, 18//)

IF ( NHALF .LE. 5 ) GO TO 43
34 FORMAT (2X,7HCHANNEL,/ 2X,6HNUMBER,2X,2HI ,8X,3H 2

1,8X,3H 3 ,8X,3H 4 ,8X,3H 5 ,8X,3H 6 ,8X,3H 7

2,8X,3H 8 ,8X,3H 9 ,8X,3HIO /)

WRITE (6,34)

DO 35 K = I,NROW

35 WRITE (6,36) (OUT(I,K), I = I,NHALF)
36 FORMAT (3X, 10F11.3)

IF ( NCIU .LE. lO ) GO TO 53

WRITE (6,1967)

37 FORMAT (2X,THCHANNEL,/ 2X,6HNUMBER,2X,3HII ,8X,3H12

1,8X,3H13 ,8X,3HI 4 ,8X,3HI 5 ,8X,3HI 6 ,8X,3HI 7 ,8X,3HI8

2,8X,3HI9 ,8X,3H20 /)
WRITE (6,37)

DO 38 K = I,NROW
NHALFI= NHALF + 1

38 WRITE (6,36) (OUT(I,K), I = NHALFI, NCIU)
GO TO 53

43 WRITE (6,44)

44 FORMAT (5X,7HCHANNEL,/ 5X,6HNUMBER,2X,3H 1 ,6X,3H 2 ,6X,

l 3H 3 ,6X,3H 4 ,6X,3H 5 )

DO 45 I = I,NROW

45 WRITE (6,46) (OUT(I,K), K = I,NCIU)

46 FORMAT (TX, 5F12.3)
53 RETURN

END

(A sample computer output page, Table D4, appears in Appendix D.)
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MAIN

$1D 3_07*IO*IO0**BARSIC*COMBUSTIONRESEARCH*
$$$TAPEINPUTFILE JPCEECOTAPENUMBERI
$EXECUTE IBJOB
$1BJOB MAP
$1BFTCMAIN LIST

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

RINGOUT HIGHSAVE

INTEGERPRE(20), IDPRE(60), IDID(60), LABEL6(40), ID6(40), ID66(40

l),, LABEL4(40), ID4(60), ID44(60), AREA(In1), MAP(282), ISC(80),
21DSC(80), SC(BO)

INTEGER TIME , FIRST

REAL OUT(20,3O ) , SCF(2OO),PSI(20,30) , VIC(300), TIC(300), VCA

I (300), TCA(300), EUNITS(20,30) , VP(300), WT(300) , TEMP(20,30)
REWIND 2

CALL OPEN

CALL READ (PRE, NPRE, $60 )

WRITE(6,1)

130 FORMAT (2X, 112/)
NPRE3 = NPRE * 3

CALL BCD ( NPRE, NPRE3, PRE, IDPRE,2)
CALL COPYI ( IDPRE, NPRE3)

CALL PRELIM ( IDPRE, NPRE3 )

NCIU = IDPRE(4)

NCIU = NUMBER OF CHANNELS IN USE

PRE = PRELIMINARY DATA UN-PROCESSED BY BCD

NPRE = NUMBER OF IBM WORDS IN PRELIMINARY RECORD

$60 TRANSFERS TO END OF PROGRAM IF A TAPE MARK IS ENCOUNTERED
$60 IS A NON-STANDARD RETURN

IDPRE = PRELIMINARY DATA ALREADY PROCESSED BY BCD

NPRE3 = NUMBER OF OUTPUT DIGIT PAIRS FROM BCD

CALL READ( LABEL6, N6, $60)

WRITE(B,1)

CALL BCD (N6, N6, LABEL6, ID6, 6)
CALL COPY1 (ID6, N6)
CALL PTRANS(ID6, N6)
CALL READ (LABEL4, N4, $60)
WRITE(6,1)
N4X : N4 * 3/2
CALL BCD ( N4, N4X, LABEL4, ID4, 4)
CALL COPYI (ID4, N4X)

CALL THERM (ID4, N4X)

CALL READ(IDSC, NS, $60)

WRITE(6,1)

CALL BCD (NS, NS, IDSC, SC, 6)
CALL COPYI (SC, NS)

DO 2 I : !, NS

2 SCF (I) : SC (1)
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C

C

C

Ai = SCF(1)/IO0000.

B1 : SCF(2)/IO0000.
Sl SCF(3)/IO0000.
D1 = SCF(4)/IO000.
A2 = SCF(5)/]O000.
B2 = SCF(6)/IO00.
$2 : SCF(7)/lO0000.

D2 = SCF(8)/IO0000.

A3 = SCF(9)/IO000.

B3 = SCF(IO)/IO000.

S3 : SCF(ll)/IO000.
D3 = SCF(12)/lO0000.

A4 = SCF(13)/lO000.

B4 = SCF(14)/IOOOO.

S4 = SCF(15)/100000.
D4 : SCF(16)/IOO000.

A5 = SCF(17)/lO000.

B5 = SCF(18)/IO0000.

S5 = SCF(19)/lOOOO.

D5 = SCF(20)/IO00.

500 FORMAT (13)

510 FORMAT (2FlO.O)

READ (5,500) NICP

READ (5,510) (VIC(1), TIC(1), I = I,NICP)

DO 555 1 --I, NICP

555 VIC(I) = VIC(I) * 200.
NDR = NUMBER OF DATA RECORDS
NDR : 0

lO01 FORMAT (5X, 18HDATA RECORD NUMBER ,3X, 18///)

l FORMAT (IHl)

WRITE (6,1)
lO00 NDR = NDR + l

CALL READ (AREA, N, $60)

CALL UNPACK (AREA, TIME, MAP, N)

I002 FORMAT (5X, 4HTIME,3X, 18//)

NROW = N*2/NCIU

NN= (N-l) "2
MI = 0

DO I12 I = I,NCIU
Ml = Ml + l

K=l

DO 66 II = Ml, NN, NCIU

OUT(I,K) = MAP(II)

OUT(I,K) = OUT(I,K)/IO00.
66K=K+l

I]2 CONTINUE

SUBSCRIPT l = CHANNEL NUMBER

SUBSCRIPT 2 = ROW NUMBER OR DATA POINT NUMBER
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2121 WRITE(2)TIME
FIRST= I
LAST= 7
CALLTABLE(VIC, NICP, TIC, NROW,FIRST,LAST, OUT,20, 30,

] TFMp,20,30)

60
61

65

F_R_ _ LAST+ !
LAST= 8
CALLPSIG ( NROW,FIRST, LAST,Al, BI, SI, Dl, TIME , OUT,

120,30,PSI, 20,30)
FIRST= LAST + 1

LAST ; 9

CALL PSIG ( NROW, FIRST, LAST, A2, B2, $2, D2, TIME , OUT,

120,30, PSI, 20,30)

FIRST = LAST + 1

LAST = lO

CALL PSIG ( NROW, FIRST, LAST, A3, B3, $3, D3, TIME , OUT,

120,30, PSl, 20,30)
FIRST --LAST + I

LAST = 13

CALL PSIG ( NROW, FIRST, LAST, A4, B4, $4, D4, TIME , OUT,

120,30, PSI, 20,30)

FIRST = LAST + I

LAST = 16

THIS IS ROSEMOUNT DATA

CALL PSIG ( NROW, FIRST, LAST, A5, B5, S5, D5, TIME , OUT,

120,30, PSI, 20,30)
FIRST = LAST + 1

LAST _ 20

POTTER FLOWMETER

CALL TABLE (VP, NP, WT, NROW, FIRST, LAST, OUT, 20, 30, TEMP,

I 20,30)
GO TO 1000

CALL EFF

FORMAT ( 5X,32H NON-STDo RETURN HAS BEEN TAKEN//)

WRITE (6,61)
REWIND 2

CALL COPY 2 (IDID, NPRE3)

CALL COPY 2 (ID66, N6)

CALL COPY 2 (ID44, N4X)

CALL COPY 2 (ISC, NS)
NR-=O

NR = NR + 1

WRITE(6,] )

WRITE(6,] 001 ) NR

WRITE(6,130) NN
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READ (2) TIME

DO II J = I,NCIU

II READ (2) (EUNITS (J, K ) , K= I, NROW)

CALL WREU ( EUNITS, 20, 30, NCIU, N, lIME)

IF (NR .LT. NDR) GO TO 65
WRITE FILE 2

REWIND 2

STOP

END
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APPENDIX D

SAMPLECOMPUTEROUTPUT

TABLEDl

Sample Data From Prelim

DATE 5/23/66

EXPERIMENTAL RUN

FILM COOLED•

HYDRAZINE

NITROGEN TETROXI DE

Ro L o STRICKLER
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TABLE D2

I. D. Data From THERM

21 FOUR CHARACTER WORDS

THERMOCOUPLE 1

TEMPERATURE RANGE 1 TO 3500

THERHOCOUPLE 2
TEMPERATURE RANGE 1 TO 1500

THERMOCOUPLE 3

TEMPERATURE RANGE 250 TO 2500

TABLE D3

I. D. Data From PTRANS

8 SIX CHARACTER WORDS

TRANSDUCER

MAX. PRESSURE

TRANSDUCER

MAX. PRESSURE

TRANSDUCER

MAX. PRESSURE

TRANSDUCER

MAX. PRESSURE

10275

8000 PSIG.

661120

I0000 PSIG.

661121

10000 PSIG.

661122

6000 PSIG.
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APPENDIX E

PRE-RUN I. D. CHECK OUT LIST

IDENTIFICATION DATA

i

/

I. D. Record Number 1

Purpose of Record: To record data such as:

a. Characters 1-6, Date

b. Characters 7 & 8, Number of channels in use.

c. Characters g & 10, Run type:

0 = EXPERIMENTAL

I = CALIBRATION

RUN

RUN

d. Characters II & 12, Cooling Designation:

0 = UNCOOLED

1 = FILM

2 = TRANSPIRATION

3 = REGENERATIVE

e. Characters 13 & 14, Fuel type:

0 = UDt4-1

1 = HYDRAZINE

2 = LH2

3 = A-S0
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fo

go

Characters 15 & 16, Oxidizer type:
0 = NITROGEN TETROXIDE

l = LOX

2 = AIR

Characters 17 & 18, Experiment Designer:

I = R. L. Strickler

2 = T. W. Carpenter

3 = C. M. Ehresman

4 = C. A. Bryce

Computer Subroutines Required:

Block Length:

Output Word Length:

Thumbwheel Switch

Number ..... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

READ,BCD,COPYI, PRELIM

Characters

2 Characters

8 9 lO II 12

Check When

Entered Into

CFCB
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I o Do Record Numbe_:

Purpose of Record:

Computer Subroutines Required: READ, BCD, COPY l,

Block Length: Characters

Output Word Length: Characters

Thumbwhee! Switch

Number:...l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO II 12

Checked When

Enterea Into

CFCB
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